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ABSTRACT
Obenchain, Katlu'yn M. PhD. Purdue Uai.versity, Auaust, 1997. An EthnosnPhiC Study
of the Qualities and Characteristics ofDemocratic Elementary Classrooms Which
Motivate Students to Civically Participate. Major Professors: Denee 1. Mattioli and
Anthony G. Rud, Jr.

This study described two self-contained, upper elementary, democratic classrooms
in order to detennine if there were specific qualities and characteristics in these classrooms

•

which would motivate students to be more participatory citizens. The two classrooms

were ethnically and geographically diverse, one in Southern California and the other in the
Midwest. The participating teaebers expressed a commitment to citizeaship education and
it had been determined that democratic elements were present in their classrooms. The
study was based in the theoretical ftuneworks of constructivism and interpretivism, and an

ethnotJraphic methodology was utilized to describe the classroom environment. Analyses
of the data were completed through within-case and cross-cue approaches.
Ymdings generated from the study included two major assertions. First, in
classrooms where democratic elements such as providing student choice, shared
responsibility, shared decision-maJcin& and deliberate opportunities for civic participation
are present, students begin to accept more responsibility for their immediate community.

•

Second, when the school principal makes student civic participation a high priority, as

opposed to a low priority, those classrooms striving to include democratic elements and

•

civic participation have more success with that inclusion.
This study has implications for teadlers and teaeher educaton. Teachers who wish

to nurture democratic citizenship education should strive to create a democratic classroom
in wbich students have real responsibilities and opportunities to participate. k is also

imponant for these teachers to be aware that there may be barriers to democratic
citizenship education when their school principal has other priorities and/or does not
encourage and nurture the efforts of the teacher. Social studies teacher educators may
wish to examine how they present social studies education to their pre-service teachers. If
they wish to encourage a commitment to democratic citizenship education, it is necessary

that pre-service teachers are exposed to available literature. It may also be important to

model democratic classrooms to pre-service teachers as most will have come &om
undemocratic school experiences.

•

•

•

CHAPTElll: INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this research study is to determine if specific qualities and

characteristics of democratic elementary classrooms might motivate students to become
participatory citizens. I examined two clifferela self-contained elementary classrooms
which possess democratic elements to see if unique qualities or characteristics in these
classrooms might motivate the students to become more active and participatory citizens
in their classrooms, schools, and wider communities. Democratic classrooms contain

opportunities for decisioa-malting and student participatioa, as well as defined
responsibilities and consequences of not fi.dfi1ling one's responm'bilities (VanSickle, 1983,

•

p. 49).
Participatory citizenship, community service, and participation in the life of the
conununity were interests of mine long before the search for a dissertation topic bepn.

Participation in the community had been a part of my life and of my fitmily history since
earliest memories. My father and his two brothers served in the military during World
War II, along with various other relatives who served at various times and in various

bnnches of the anned services. For many of these family members, this was service,

defined as "a public duty or function" in Webster's Dictionary (1992, p. 883). The church
to which my family belonged hosted a community Thanksgiving dinner each year and
many of my Thanksgivings were not spent at home, but instead serving the community by
serving food, cleaning tables, delivering meals to shut-ins, or whatever other task was

•

required. I am not sure if these attitudes instiUed in me by my family wae reinforced

2

during my schooling or not. I never recall a service projed in any class and I wondered if

•

the impact may have been more substantial if I wu not only exposed to service and
participation at home, but also at school.
As I grew older and began my career as a hip school social studies teacher, I

decided to implement some sort of community service into my senior level American
Government course. My students chose specific governmental or social agencies in the
community and spent a six week period studying and working with those agencies. Some
students spent more time studying than serving. and althoup I would have preferred more
service, I felt any positive contact might be helpful. For the most part, students and

community members felt this wu a positive experience. I don't know, however, if this
impacted my students to continue to serve their community.
I moved on and left teaching for a time, moving to Florida to begin a different

•

career in the business world. While I am sure my experience wu not what happens to
everyone, I also felt it was not completely unique. What I faced were professional
coUeagues who felt very little sense of responsibility to their community. This was
manifested in a variety of ways. Little sense of responsibility wu felt toward the

preservation of the community's environment, especially if environmental preservation
would reduce a profit. Monetary contributions were given on occasion to different
political parties, but for a self-serving purpose. When a fiiend and I chose to spend our
Saturdays working for a group that helped build affordable housing, we received looks of

disbelief and questions of why would we want to work on a weekend and do something
for which we received nothing. I wondered why my perspective and my desire to do

•
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•

something for the community. however 6mited, was seen to be such a phenomenon to

many of my coUeagues aad fiiends.
I finally concluded that this particullr setting was not the right place for me and

returned to graduate school with the intent of returning to teaching secondary school at
some point. In tenns of careers. I thought that teadlina was a form of community service.
albeit one for which we are paid. aad a place where I would find more personal and
professional fidfillment. I also thought that if I returned to the classroom. I mipt be able
to expose my secondary students to participatory citizenship and service to the

community, and to understand its importance. Maybe I could also instill in them the desire
to make a

•

tons term commitment to their communities.

However, while in graduate

school, I began to explore the possibility of continuing my education through the doctoral

phase. In this way, I thought, I could influence not just my students, but my students'
students. Maybe I could help to instill in the pre-service teachers in my dasses not just the
importance of their participation and service as a citizen, but also instill in them the desire

to pass this sense of responsibility on to their students in the elementary, middle, and
secondary classrooms.

Durin& lflduate school, I was also introduced to "A Code of

Ethics for the Social Studies Profession" (National Council for the Social Studies, 1980).
This document confirmed my undentancting of the purpose of social studies, citizenship
education. It also aflirmed my responsibility as an educator to prepare students for active
democratic citizenship, whether my students were 16 or 22.

As soon as I made the decision to prepare to enter the doctoral proaram, I began

•

the quest for a dissertation topic. It only seemed natural that this very personal interest of

mine somehow be reflected in my dissertation. I have a concern about the survival and

•

prosperity of the United States if the citizens of the nation do not fulfill their obligations to
the country and to its citizens. This may sound melodramatic, but it is an accurate

reflection of my concems. The daily bombardment of news stories that remind us of what
appears to be a lack of caring or a lack of responsibility to our fellow humans, to our
enviro~

and often to ourselves, should cause concern in all of us. What, then, should

be done? How can we instill this sense of respoDSibility to serve, to care for, to participate

in our communities? Many believe that civic education is at least a part of the answer
(Butts, 1988; Dyaneson, & Gross, 1991; White, 1996; Woyach. 1991).

Rationale
Most students are citizens of the United States well before their 18* birthday,

•

when they are entrusted with the right and responsibility of voting. Defined by Webster's

Dictionary ( 1992), a citizen is "A native or naturalized person owing allegiance to, and
entided to protection &om, a government" (p. 186); and, citizenship is "The status of a
~with

its riahts ar.d duties..." (p. 186). From these two definitions, it appears that

while a citizen may be somewhat passive, the very definition of citizenship implies action
as it refers to both the rights and the duties of being a citizen.

The education of citizens,

preparing these young people to fWfill the rights and duties of the office, is in part the
responsibility of the field of social studies education, as democratic citizenship education is
its primary purpose.

•
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•

Social studies education grew out of the Progressive movement and was heavily
influenced by the philosophy of John Dewey. Active participation by the citizens of a
democratic society was promoted by Dewey, as was his belief that education in such a
society must give its citizens a personal stake in their society. Dewey promoted the

development of the ''habits of mind" (Dewey, 1916/1944, p. 99) to affect necessary social
cballge. Social studies has been charged with the primary responsibility of educating
eifective democratic citizens (Barr, Barth & Shermis, 1977; £nale & Ochoa, 1988;

National Council for the Social Studies, 1992; Parker & 1arolimek, 1984). Effective
democratic citizens (i.e., good citizeas) are defined as citizens who are not just patriotic
and law-obeying, but also those who are informed critics of the nation and participate in
its improvement (Engle & Ochoa, 1988). While voting, knowing the Pledge of Allegiance
•

and obeying the laws of the nation and community are all important, the democratic fonn
of government requires for its success the reasoned, rational and educated participation of
its citizens. According to George Wood (1988, p. 169), democracy is, in essence, " ... a
way of living in which we coUectively dehDerate over our shared problems and prospects."
In preparation for this deliberation and participation, students must have access not only to
content knowledge, but opportunities to critically evaluate and use that knowledge and

actively practice citizenship skiDs. The creation of a democratic and participatory

environment within a classroom may be one way of providing experiential citizenship
education. In such an environment, students are given a sense of worth and membership
through practice opportunities (Angell, 1991) .

•

6

Theorists and researchers concur that there is a definite need for research in the

•

area of citizenship education, and to specifically see what democratic citizenship looks like
in the dassroom (Angell. 1991; National Council for the Social Studies, 1992; van
Sledright & Grant, 1994). Van Sledriaht and Grant, whose recent study of three

classrooms focused on the difliculties of creating a democratic classroom environment in a
decidedly undemocratic educational system, remark on the need for research in three

specific areas. Fust, they call for additional context-specific classroom studies to provide
descriptions of citizenship education in practice.

Scco~

van Sledright and Grant propose

additional effort in terms ofboth empirical and theoretical studies in citizenship education
to provide a specific srounded theory. Third, conversations fiom a variety of perspectives
are needed to discuss the meanings and applications of citizenship.

Pumose

•

The primary purpose of this study is that through the description of classrooms
which embrace experiential democratic citizenship, it might be possible to better detennine
what specific qualities and c:harxteristics in these classrooms promote motivation for civic

participation. A secondary purpose of this study is to determine what effects the broader

social world in which the classrooms reside uve on motivating civic participation. In
addition, an important goal of this study is to contribute to the body of knowledge

available which foc:uses on citizenship education in the classroom and to provide the
additional classroom studies that have been called for by van Sleclright and Grant.

•
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•

Guidina Research Questions
The research questions for this study reflect the study•s purpose. The principal

research question is: What are the qualities and characteristics of a democratic elementary

classroom in which stuclalts develop the motivation to civically participate beyond the
dassroom? The guiding research questions are:

1.

What are the characteristics of an elementary classroom that values civic

parti.a.pati.on.?

lL

What democratic elements are evident in the classroom structure?

lb.

How do students interact with the teacher and with one another in ways

that reflect the democratic nature of the classroom?

•

lc.

How, and by whom. are opportunities for civic participation introduced?

2. How does the broader social context SUITOUI'lding these classrooms inftuence the civic
participation of the students?

Definitions ofFregpendy Used Terms
In reporting this study. several tenns are used which may have multiple or differing

definitions. It is important for the researcher and readers to work from common

definitions.

Democratic Elementary Classroom
The tenns democratic dassroom and democratic elements of a dassroom are used

•

interchangeably and refer to a particular set of characteristics seen in the classrooms

8

under study. It is imponant to note that a democratic classroom is not a classroom in

•

which students have the ii'eeclom to do whatever they wish to do. Democratic classrooms
are structured classrooms llld Ronald VanSickle (1913. p. 49) assips five major
characteristics to these classrooms.
1. Each and every student in the classroom hu an equal opportunity to learn.
2. Each person in the classroom. indudina the teacher, knows that his or her weD-being
is of extreme importance to others in the classroom.

3. Rewards and penalties are in place, and are applied consistently with each individual's

fWfillment of their responsibility to the classroom community.
4. Each person in the classroom hu a responsibility to the other members of the
classroom and is held accountable for shirking that responsibility.
S. "Knowledge, sldUs. llld attitudes are taught" which help students fulfill their

responsibilities to themselves. their classmates, and to the larger society in which they

•

live.
In summary,. a democratic classroom is one in which students have the freedom
and respo!"..idbility to influence decisions and the decision-making process that atfect their

lives (VanSickle, 1913). Rules and procedures are in place; however, students have the
opportunity and obliption to create, define, and use those rules and procedures.

Civic Participation
Civic participation. citizenship participation, citizen participation. and participatory
citizenship are used interchangeably to describe the behaviors or actions of individuals

•

9

•

(elementary school students in this study) that serve the purpose of making a contribution
to the social world. The contributions may be school-based or may extend into the larger
community.

Citizenship Education
In this study, citizenship and civic education both describe the formal lessons,

strategies and methods used in the classroom to teach the knowledge, skills, and values
necessary for a citizen of a clemocracy.

Overview oftbe Cbgters

•

Chapter 1 serves the purpose of explaining why student civic participation is an
important issue both for the researcher and the field of social studies. The purpose of the
study is also stated, as are the piding research questions.
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of the research and is anchored by the
theories of John Dewey and experiential education. Research regarding political

socialization and dassroom climate, which includes the knowledge and values associated
with citizenship education are examined. In addition, research regarding the role of the

classroom teacher and the school principal is examined.
Chapter 3 begins with a discussion of the substantive theoretical fiamework in
which this study is placed. The chapter also includes a description of the methodology
and specific methods used in coUecting and analyzing the data. Descriptions of the role of

•

10

the researcher, the participants, and the settings are also included. Fmally, the multiple

•

sources of primary and secondary data and the data analysis stratesies are discussed.
The results of the study are praeated in two chapters. Chapter 4 includes the

presentation of the data and the two major assertions which emerged. These assertions
are discussed and supported with the data coUected. Chapter S includes the two case
studies detailing the two sites. The case studies are presented through the view of a
typical day in each of the two classrooms under study.

Chapter 6 contains a summary of the findings of the study along with conclusions
of the study and implications. Implications for further research are presented, as are
potential implications for teachers and teacher educaton.

•

•

II

•

CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT UTEllATUllE

Every stage of this study required an exploration of relevant literatun:. It was
necessary to ground the research questions, the theoretical tiamework, and the
methodology in Hterature in order to place this study in context with the work and the
thought that had preceded it.
The first part of the review covers John Dewey's thoughts on democratic and
experiential education. This iDquiry into Dewey is important to the study as it provides a

basis for the researcher's views. The researcher's belieD of the importance of education in
general, and social studies education specifically, u

•

.,.....aon for etfective democratic

citizenship appear to complement Dewey.
This discussion is followed by a review of the literature related to political
socia.li.Dtion. Classroom climate and the role of the dassroom teacher in a democratic

dassroom or open climate are explored, as is the intluence of the school principal and
his/her style of leadership.

John Dewey's Ihouahts on Education for a Democracy
A primary purpose of this study was to descn'be qualities and characteristics of

democratic classrooms that may motivate students to civically participate. It may be
prudent to first discuss why motivation for civic participation in the schools is important,
and this might be partially ICCOI'IIplished through a story. It has been told tbat there was a

•

conversation between a young woman and an aged Benjamin Franklin after the
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Constitutional Convention and the drafting of the United States Constitution. According

•

to the story, the young woman asks, "Dr. Franklin, what have you given us?" Franklin
replied, "A republic, ifyou can keep it." Like other founders, Franklin was concerned
about the ability of the people of the United States to govem themselves wisely. Thomas

Jefl'erson called for public educ:ation early, which would help to provide for an educated
citizenry, able to participate through reasoned thought. Although there is criticism that

both Franklin and JefFerson were referring to the public education of an elite few, in their

thoughts and words rested an idea (W~ 1918). John Dewey reflected these thoughts in

his writings about education more tbaa a century later.
The research questions for this study reside in the theories of John Dewey

regarding child..centered and experiential education, specifically as they relate to a
democratic society. Accordins to Dewey {1916/1944),

"A society which makes provision for the participation in its good of all its
members on equal terms and which secures flexible readjustment of its institutions
through interaction of the different forms of associated life is in so tar democratic.
Such a society must have a type of education which gives individuals a personal
interest in social relationships and contra~ and the habits of mind which require
social changes without introducing disorder" (p. 99).

•

Several items of importance are embedded in this quote by Dewey. A democratic
society is prepared for and expects the participation of all of its members on equal tenns.

This participation will assist in the changes and adjustments that occur in society over time
without violent contlict. For this type of society to succeed, its citizens must not only be

educated, but they nust have a stake in or commitment to the society to which they
belong. Democratic education can gives its members a commitment to society, one in

•
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which members are valued, and are provided opportunities to engage in real issues of
pub6c concern (Beyer, 1988). Ifthe school or classroom has created a community or
specific environment, wbat Dewey calls an "embryonic society" (Dewey, 1956/1990, p.
18), these opportunities to Conn commitments and engage in meaninsfb1 actions have a

plac: in which to occur. In this settin& students ..ve the opportunity to act in ways that
allow them to make a real, not contrived, contribution to their community, whether that be
the classroom or school

Dewey (1916/1944) also refemd to the "habits of mind" (p. 99) that he believed
must

be a part of education as they prepare students to participate in change and progress

in a non-violent way. But habits aloae are not enough and are not primary. Dewey called

for the development of dispositions prior to the development ofhabits (1916/1944, p.48).

•

Habits are partly instinctual and free of reasoned thought. In a participatory and effective
democrac::y, dispositions precede habits and speak to the ability to 6ve with others in a
social world. Dispositions require tat individuals react not just out of habit or instinct,

but with rational thought of prior experiences and the effects of those experiences on self
and others. Citizens need to have much knowledge and many skiDs to Uve successfully in
a democracy. Citizens also need to be " ... disposedto use their lmowledge and skiUs

democratically (White, 1996 p. 1). Through the development of dispositions consistent

with a democratic society, habits may develop. According to Wood (1988, p. 176),
" ... the value of engendering a democratic disposition among youth in schools cannot be

underestimated." Although Wood notes the importance of social, cultural, and economic

•

factors in addition to education, school 6fe may be very important. In addition, when
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paired with Dewey's beliefs about experiential education, it may be reasonable to then

•

assume that in order to develop democratic dispositions, school should be experiential.
There are choices in democratic education. Students in a democracy may be

prepared for a participatory life, or they may be prepared for one wbich is not. George
Wood (1988) refers to two types of democracy: protectionist and participatory. A

protectionist democracy is one in which citizens participate only when their personal
interests are at stake and generally do not possess the knowledge or attitudes necessary
for effective self-government. The democracy Dewey wanted to prepare citizens for was
a participatory or empowering democracy, also called a strong democracy by Barber
(1984) and critical democracy by Goodman (1992). A participatory democracy is one

wbich calls on Dewey's words that democracy is "a mode of associated living"
(1916/1944, p.87). It requires the participation and "coUective deliberation" (Wood, p.

•

169) that occun in lives that are truly shared. To be able to live effectively in this type
requires certain skills and understandinp, including:

"believing in the individual's right and responsibility to participate publicly;
having a sense of political efficacy.... ;
coming to value the principles of democratic life... ;
knowing that alternative social arrangements to the status quo exist and are
worthwhile; and
5. gaining the requisite intellectual sldUs to participate in public debate" (Wood, p. 176).

1.
2.
3.
4.

These five points all refer to certain knowledge, values or attitudes, and skiDs necessary

for the effective democratic citizen. If society desires an education that prepares active
citizens, then education should promote these points through its curriculum, both written
and unwritten.

•
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Civic Education Research

There has beea very little research oa civic education methods, particularly on

methods related to civic participation (Wade, 1995). For this reason, it becomes
necessary to explo~ related areas ofliterlture. Puker aad .Kaltsounis (1986) reviewed
research related to citizenship aad law-related education. They found that research in this

area senerally falls into one of four eategories: po6tical socialization, copitive
development, moral development, aad classroom climate (p. 16). In the foUowing two
sections of this review, political socialization and classroom climate will be examined as
they more closely relate to the piding research questions addressing civic participation
aad the classroom environment in which students in this study learn about citizenship.

•

Political Socialization
Political socialization may be generally defined as the acquisitioa of political
values, attitudes, and behaviors (lchilov, 1990). This particular definitioa is not exclusive
to any particular type of political system or resime as citizens of any resime may be
sociali:g:d according to the values, attitudes,

and behavior consistent wit.'& that regime.

major impact on the political socialization of children (Ehman, 1980; Hepburn, 1983; Hess
& Tomey, 1967; and Oppenheim, Torney, & Famen, 1975). A conc:em, however, is that

most of this research is fi&irty dated. There has been little new research in the political
socialization of children in the United States in the last 20 years, partially due to a Jack of

•

significant findings ud the complexity of the topic (N"temi & Hepburn, 1995; Tomey·

l6

Purta, 1992). Ehman's comprehensive review (1980) included research &om the 1960s

•

and 1970s into political socialization in American schools, and his review continues to be
frequently cited in more recent research (Blankenship, 1990; Hahn lr. Tocci, 1990) and
research reviews (Angell, 1991; Harwood, 1992; Parker lr. Kaltsounis, 1986; Wade,
1995). Ehman's {1980) review came to seven generalizations:
1. "Compared to other &cton such as family and the media, schooling is an
important agent for transmitting political information ... and increases in imponance
fiom grade school to high school. It is somewhat less central an influence in
shaping political attitudes llld behavior...
2. The regular secondary school civics and government curriculum has no
noticeable impact on the political attitudes of students except for racial minorities.
3. Systematic llld carefiaUy aimed curriculum treatments can result in considerable
political information transmission at both the elementary and secondary school
levels.
4. The teacher has some modest impact on the political attitudes of youth ...
S. The teacher helps to determine a powerful influence on student attitudes, [that
being] classroom climate.
6. Participation in school governance and extracurricular activities is related
positively to political attitudes of students.
7. School orpnizational and governance climate is related to political attitudes of
students" (pp. 112-113).

•

In sum, the transmission of political knowledge occun through the schooling
process; however, political attitudes do not seem to be greatly influenced by a traditional

social studies curriculum. Both the teacher, through the establishment of an open
classroom climate, and the school climate may positively influence student attitudes and
behavior.

As Oppenheim and Tomey's {1974, p.13) pilot study ofthe civic attitudes of
children in several nations notes, civic education includes knowledge, but it also includes
the aim of" ... inculcating certain shared attitudes and values, such as a democratic
outlook... " However, citizenship education in the United States has tended to emphasize

•
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the "legalistic and structural" (lchilov, 1990, p. 22) components of government,

encouraging the verbal support of democratic principles. This verbal support is seen as
obligatory and pusive, rather than voluntary and active. This concurs with the research
by Tomey, Oppenheim, and Farnen (1975) who further conclude that when citizenship

education is praeated in terms of rote memorization or through patriotic ritual, it does

not appear to be successf.W in encouraging democratic attitudes, specifically a supportive
attitude toward civic participation. In the study by Tomey et al (1975), which included
10 countries and 30,000 students (ages 10, 14, and pre-university), surve)'S regarding the
nature of citizenship, political processes IDCI institutions. economic processes and

institutions, and social processes and institutions were utilized.

•

A conclusion of this

research is that printed drill, stressiJig facts, and patriotic rituals may have a counterproductive eff'ect on a civic education that wishes to nurture democratic values and
political interest. Further, the acquisition of knowledge does not highly correlate with
support for democratic values or appear to have an automatic and positive efFect toward

civic participation. This conclusion should not negate the importance of knowledge in
civic education, u the next section addresses.

Citizenship Knowl~se and Values

Competency in academic disciplines and a thorough understanding of democratic

values (e.g., justice, equality, patriotism, individual rights, common good) are imperative

in order for citizens to make infonned decisions (Butts, 1988; Oppenheim & Tomey,

•

1974; Parker & ICaltsounis, 1986; Wade, 1995). Subject matter fiom the social science
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disciplines of history~ geography~ government, ec:onomic:s, law, anthropology~ sociology,
psycholoay~

•

u well u the lunanities and the physical and natural sciences are all required

in a thoroush social studies proanm. The presentation and study of these and other

discip6nes should be included for their contributions to the "education of student citizens,
rather than as an end in themselves" (Parker & Jarolimek,

1984~

p. 7). While the study of

these disciplines may not always provide immediately usefbl infonDation, it should

contn'bute to the body ofknowledp required by 1ft informed citizen. The etrective and
appropriate use of this knowledae and these democratic values u displayed through
student behavion is a necessary and companion focus for citizenship education
(Kaltsounis, 1988; Oppenheim & Tomey, 1974; Parker & Kaltsounis, 1986). Similar

conclusions were reached in fields outside of education, such u psychology and political

science. Lyon and Russo~s {1990) study of student concern and action reprding nuclear
threat concluded that students who self-reported that they were more likely to take action

•

and monetarily support citizen action 8fOUps generally had more political knowledge and a
stronaer sense of political eflicacy. Among other characteristics, these students believed
they knew more about the political system and the nuclear threat and felt they had the

power or ability to do something about their concerns. Although this study wu
specifically interested in political action and nudear threat, it may be infen'ed that both
factual knowledge and procedural knowledge {skills) are necessary if civic participation is
a desired part of the civic education cuniculum.

To summarize. political socialization research has indicated that knowledge may be
successfUlly transmitted through the traditional social studies curriculum. However,

•
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research indicates that [democratic] attitudes and skills for active participation are not
transferred tbroup the traditional social studies curriaalum. The foUowing parts of this
review will address classroom ad school climate, and their potential effects on the
attitudes, values, and skills required for the civic participation of students.

Classroom Climate
Classroom climate retm to the ways that teaching is canied out and can vary from

open climates to dosed climates (Ehman, 1980, p. 108) or &om democratic to
undemocratic (VanSickle, 1983, p.S2). Open or democratic climates are characterized as

those where students have a say in both the stnacture and management of the classroom

•

and feel comfortable enoup to discuss controversial topics. Closed climate or
undemocratic d.-ooms are those where students do not have these opportunities. Open

climates are more consistent with Dewey's theories on experiential education as students
have the opportunity to apply the knowledge they have learned, and practice skills, such as

decision-maJdn& which are deemed impoltlnt in a democratic society. Research indicates
that students who perceive they are learning in an open classroom climate indicate more
positive political attitudes and a stronger sense of political ef&cacy (Blankenship, 1990;
Chilcoat & Ligon, 1994; Ehman, 1980; Hahn & Toed, 1990; Harwood, 1992; VanSickle,
1983). Positive political attitudes can include specific attitudes toward civil b"berties, the
democratic process, law, and politicians. Political confidence can includes &ith and belief

in a particular system or elected official.

•
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Blankenship's (1990) study tested the hypotheses that "perceptions of an open

•

climate are positively correlated with political attitudes of efticacy, confideace, and
interest" (p. 367). UsiDg a questionnaire revised by Harwood, and administered to over
200 secondary students in International Studies/World Afl8irs classes, Blankenship

concluded that there was a "moderate positive relationship" (p. 378) between classroom

climate and global knowledse, global attitudes, and political attitudes. Although the
purpose oftbis study was to examine the effectiveness of an open classroom climate in
global studies, more positive political attitudes and a sense of political efticacy were also

noted. These findinp are very similar to those of Ehman (1980) and Harwood (1989).
The Chilcoat and Ligon (1994) historical study focused on the Mississippi

Freedom Schools Project of the 1960s. This summer school project was desiv...d to
provide African-American students with a richer academic experience and encourage the
development of these students IS social change aaents. The overall goal of these schools

•

was to " ... promote a new power structure. one based on equity and social justice... "

(SHSW, in Chilcoat & Ligoa, p.137). This goal was to be achieved by focusing on
critical thinking about existing issues, meaningfid academic knowledge, respect for
diversity, self-identifY, and active social participation. There were additional curriculum,
instructioa, evaluation, and classroom JIIIM8CIIlellt goals which included critical thinking
and discussion IS important and primary classroom strategies. Classroom management

centered on democratic principles and mutual respect; and classroom issues were to be

resolved by all members of the class, rather than the teacher IS authority figure. These
qualities are indicative of an open or democratic dassroom climate. Chilcoat and Ligon

•
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conclude that many students, as weU as many teachers and volunteers became more active
participatory citizens because of this experience. Although Chilcoat and Ligon do not
present evidence of long-luting etrects, students c:ontacted for the study believed that the

Freedom school experience helped them" ... develop active concern for the well-being of
their communities and state" (p. 167). Short-term positive effects of the project were
documented, including a variety of community projects and publications.

Hahn and Tocci (1990) conducted a five nation study to determine, in part, if there

were correlations between student political attitudes and their perception of classroom
climate. A questionnaire created fiom combining prior study items (Torney et al, 1975),

new items, and previously developed classroom climate scales (Ehman and GiUespie, in

•

Hahn and Tocci). was distnbuted to over 1,400 secondary school students (aged 13-18) in

five nations. Hahn and Tocci found that student perceptions of an open classroom climate
had statistically significant correlations with political attitudes (i.e., political eflicacy,

political confidence, political trust, and political interest). Their conclusion is that in
classrooms where students feel comfortable in expressing their views (open climate) on
controversial topics, they are more likely to acquire the political attitudes which may
foster or inftuence civic participation later in life.
Each of these studies profiled found that in a more open or democratic dassroom

climate., where students believed they were encouraged to participate., to discuss, and to

critically think about issues of importance, student political attitudes were more positive.
Students in these classrooms reported a stronger sense of political eflicacy; researchers

•

have taken this as evidence of civic participation. What none of these researchers has been
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able to determine is whether or not these positive political attitudes are long term or short

•

term eft"ects. Blankensbip (1990) reported that the Freedom School students he contacted

did report a long term positive effect; however, he contacted just a few students and was

unable to make generalizations &om those conversations. What should also be noted is
that the majority of this research focused on students over the age of 12, older than

students in this research study (Biaakenship; Chilcoat ct Liaon; Ehman; Hahn ct Tocci;
Harwood).

The Role oftbe Teacher in Classroom Cliwte

The climate of a dassroom may be inftuenced by the make up of students in that
dassroom, but the teacher is the main agent for establishi.na the classroom climate,

whether it be open or dosed (Hepburn, 1913). While there has been research on the
teacher and his/her intluence in the academic realm, additional research is needed

•

regarding the teacher's iDt1uence on the development of social and political attitudes
(National Council for the Social Studies, 1992; Solomon, Watson, Delucchi, Schaps,
Battistich, 1988).

Dynneson and Gross (1991) completed field studies wbicb aftirm the vital
importance of the teacher, along with parents and mends, in the citizenship education

process of students. Tbis process, when separate &om tbe traditional curriculum, is often

mentioned u part of a bidden curriculum. Beery and Todd (1984, p.78) define the hidden
curriculum u the "set of assumptions that SIIUCtUre personal and social life in the
clusroom and in the school." Educators agree tbat teacher behavior and modeling can

•
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intluence student attitudes and behavior (Beery & Todd, 1984; Hepburn & Radz, 1983;
Kubelick, 1982). What may be caDed for is to remove this modeling ftom a hidden
curriculum to a conscious "curriculum ofjustice~ (Power, Higins, Kohlberg, with
R.:imer, 1989, p. 24) where the teacher lliCl studeats deal with real issues relevant to the

students in a fair, respectfid, and equitable manner. Kohlberg believed that if students
were asked to undentand justice and to act justly, they must be treated justly in the

classroom (Power, et al).

In summary, classroom climate which may vary &om open to closed has an effect

on students' political attitudes. Those students who believed they were in a more open or
democratic classroom had more positive political attitudes than those students who were
in more closed classroom climates. Setting classroom climate is an important fimction of
•

the classroom teacher and the modeling and behavior of the teacher can intluence student

attitudes lliCl behaviors. Teachers who wish to nurture active, participatory, critical

thinking citizens should provide an environment reflective of and conducive to those
qualities.

School Climate
Every teacher and student in a school operates within the context of that school,
and the principal is the major factor in establishing school ctimate (Hallinger & Heck.
1996; Porter, Lemon, Landry, 1989). The principal decides how and if power will be

shared, the ability lliCl willingness to provide necessary information ar.d resources, and

•

leadership styles all intluence school climate, which int1uences clusroom climate (Blase &:.
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Blase, 1997; Ehman, 1980). School climate, lilce classroom climate, operates on a

•

continuum &om closed to open (Halpin & Croft, in Hepburn, 1983). A closed climate

school is cbaracterized by a closed relationship between teachers who are dissatisfied with
their jobs and priacipals who are impersonal and provide inadequate leadership. The other
end of the continuum describes an open climate that is characterized by teachers and

principals who work well together to achieve common goals. Teachers work bard, are
sati~

and believe in the goals of their school. Principals in an open climate school are

involved and show compassion; he/she provides direction while genuinely shuing
leadership with teachers. Principals in 111 open climate do more than share leadership and
power with teachers, they "multiply it" (Blase & Blase, 1997, p. 2). In terms of the
efrectiveness of principaJ power strateaies, Poner et al ( 1989) concluded that teachers
who perceived their principals using strategies of rationality (explanations and rationales)
were significantly related to lower disenpgement (use of rote and routine in performing

•

duties) and greater esprit (morale) by the teachers. These teachers indicated that they
were more involved, innovative, and enjoyed their jobs more when their principals took

the time to provide a rationale for 1 task or to explain 1 decision.

The leadership styles of principals are an important area to examine, in terms of
their effects on school climate, and ultimately classroom climate. Eagly, Karau, and

Johnson (1992) conducted 1 meta-analysis of SO studies ofthe leadership styles of
principals. The three aspects of leadership style analyzed were interpersonal oriented, task
oriented, and democratic versus autocratic. Predictions for this study were in line with
gender stereotyping; "to the extent that male and female principals cany out their roles in

•
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•

a manner consistent with aender stereotypes. they would differ in leadership styles" (pp.
7CJ..80). Studies in the meta-analysis included those which included measure(s) that

assessed leadership styles. In addition, they included at least five principals of each sex;

and results were sufticient enouP to calculate a "sex-of-principal" effect size (p. 81).
Results &om the meta-analysis indicated little ditfcralce in pnder in terms of

interpersonal oriented or IUk oriented; however, gender ditferences in leadership style
were evident in democratic venus autocratic styles. The findings suggest that female
principals are more democratic than male principals. They are "more Ukely than men to
treat teachers and other orpaizatioaal subordinates u colleagues and equals and to invite

their participation in decision-llllkins" (p. 91). Tlis suaests that male principals are less

•

coUaborative and more dom.inating than women. Sbakeshaft concurs, statina that women
view the job of principal u more of"a master-teacher or educational leader whereas men

more often view the job &om a manaaerial-industrial perspective" (1987, p. 173).
In addition to the principal, the demands of the school cunicuJum, parents, and

other administraton have an effect on the clusroom climate. VanSiedright and Grant
(1994, p. 309) analyzed three case studies of elementary classrooms and found certain
"impediments" to teachina citizenship education in elementary schools. One impediment
centered on cuniculum desian and who would decide what leamins opportunities would

be designed for the students. How large of a role do teachers have in this process with

respect to district suicl~ colleapes. and admiaistrators? A related concern was over
who should have the authority to decide which ofthese opportunities would be most

•

appropriate for the classroom. The degree that teachers have control over these processes
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or believe they have control may atfect classroom climate. VanSledright and Grant

•

conclude that as long as teachers share these decisions with parents and administrators,
teachers lose their IUtoDOIIIy and are unable to directly involve students in a meuingfi.al
and responsible way, especially if the decisions ofparen~ administrators, and teachers are
not compatible. It may be inferred that teachers who desire to promote an open climate,
with a focus on decision-making and critical thinJc:ins opportunities, may be impeded by

curriculum, parents, and/or administraton whose goals are different. Goodman (1992)
concurs with this statement, including not only classrooms striving to be more democratic,
but schools as weD.
In summary, the principal is the primary factor in establishing a school climate.

His/her leadership style can in8uence that 'climate and research has indicated that most
teachers relate more positively to more open or democratic leadership styles. Further,
denlOCI'&tic leadership appean to be more typical of female administrators than of male

•

administraton. In addition to the principal, other factors such as other adminis+....-ators, and
parents int1uence school climate. In addition to the involvement of other people, district

guidelines may also atfect school climate. Ifthe goals of all of these other facton are not

concurrent with those of the teacher, then there may c:ontirue to exist impediments to the
teacher's ability to create a desired classroom climate.

Summary
John Dewey (1916/1944) stated that if a society wanted to be truly democratic in
its processes, it must provide an education which would prepare citizens to Sourish in

•
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such a democracy. Such an education must provide students ample opportunities to learn
the lmowledp. develop the attitudes, and praclice the skills necessary. It is hoped that all
of these will assist a person in developing the dispositions which are positive in a
democratic society. Lyon and Russo (1980, p. 18) state that " ... there is a critical need not

just for the declarative knowledge that informs. but also for the procedural knowledge that

enables individuals to transfonn knowledge and conc:em to purposelbl action."
Unfortunately, research in participatory civic education is extremely scaat. Related
research in political soci•liDrion and classroom climate is available and generally aapports
Dewey's assertions for the need for knowledge, attitudes, and skills. What is important to
note in this

•

•

research is that just knowledge, or just attitudes, or just skiDs, is not sufficient.

Students need a civic education that addresses all of these components in order to provide
them with adequate content knowledge, and the attitudes, and skiDs necessary to make use
ofthat knowledge.
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CHAPTEil3: METHODOLOGY

This ct.pter describes the methodolo&Y used to study two elcmentary classrooms

•

and the qualities and characteristics held by each which may motivate the students in those

classrooms to civically participate. The substantive theoretical fiamework guiding this
study is described, as well as its relationsbip and influence in the design of the study. The
data coUection and the subsequent data lllllysis procedures are also explained. This

chapter also contains a description of the role ofthe researcher and a description of the
participants and settinp for this study.

lng.uiJy Paradiam
According to Lincoln and Guba (an Denzin & Uncoln, 1994), a paradigm is a

world view; a belief system based on ontological, epistemological, and methodological
assumptions and therefore a belief system accepted by the inquirer on tiith. According to
Lincoln and Guba (p.

107)~

•

however weB argued and examined the beliefs are, there is no

way to "establish their ultimate truthfi.dness"; therefore they must be accepted on &ith.
This paradiam provides the theoretical setting for the study as it contains beliefs fiom

which the researcher determines a topic, questions, and methods. In this study, the
researcher is interested in participatory citizenship and the educational experiences that

may promote it. The questions are intended to help the researcher understand what it is
like to be a member of a democratic classroom community. Appropriate methods should
be determined &om the choice of topic and the particular questions. In determining the

inquiry paradigm for this study, it is necessary to ask questions about the ontological,

•
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epistemological, and methodological assumptions of the researcher for this study.
OntoloJical questions revolve around the nature of reality and what can be known about
reality. EpistemoloJical questions are c:oncemed with the relationship of the inquirer to

knowledge sought. Ylllllly, methodologicll questions ask how the inquirer should go
about answeriDg the questions of interest. Lincoln and Guba stress that answering

questions in any one of these areas requires concurrent thought about the other two areas

(an Denzin .t Lincoln, 1994, p. 101). Employing this technique and asking questions
about the aim of the inquiry helped to determine that there were two very related

theoretical fiameworks supporting this study: constructivism and interpretivism. Both of
these fiameworks hold that in order" ... to understand this world of meaning one must
interpret it" (Schwandt, 1994, p. 118). Both &ameworks also support the goal of

•

understanding the world of the participants fiom their point of view. At times,
constructivism and interpretivism are used interchangeably; however, Schwandt points out
that there are subtle differences.

Constructivism
A researcher subscribing to a constructivist approaeh believes that in order to

understand a very complex world, it must be understood from the point of view fiom
those living that reality (Schwandt, 1994). Social interaction observed through the
language, history, and the action of the people that are the focus of the inquiry are the

basis for the reality coastructed. A constructivist fiamework also accepts that the reality

•

constructed depends on the range and scope of information available (Guba & Lincoln,
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1989). This may underscore the importance of collecting both a large amount Uld variety
of relevant data.

•

The teachers and stu:Jelits in the two classrooms under study create Uld

give meaning to what happens in their classroom and specifically in the development of
their civic attitudes. Their interactions with one another, and in particular their action as a
part ofthe citizenship education curriculum, hold meaning. The researcher, by ber

observations and interactions with the members of these classrooms, also creates meaning.
In UlSwering ontological questions reprding the nature of reality, it is believed

that the members of the clas'oom communities, which include both teacher Uld students,
construct their realities based on their experiences in and out of the classrooms (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989).

Althou&h these participants belons to other communities that intluence

their behaviors and actions, life in the classroom is another community. The classroom
community often holds many connections to other

communi• but is also distinct in its

•

own right, creating and observing nonns and mores specific to the particular classroom.
Epistemological questions addressing the relationship of the inquirer (researcher)
to the claaooms aclmowledge that they are "interactively linked" (Guba & Lincoln.

1994, p. Ill). The meaning of the knowledge sought and found is created through the

relationship between the inquirer and dassroom members.
In consideration of the ontologiul Uld epistemological assumptions, the
methodology employed requires that the researcher and participants must interact with
one UlOtber and the participants must interact among themselves in order to construct
meaning.
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lnterpretivism
A second theoretical ftamework supporting this study is interpretivism. Similar to
constructivism, interpretivism is cbancterized by the belief that the actions of both the

members of a particular culture llld the researcher studyina that culture coastnlct meaning
(Schwandt, 1994). Iaterprelivism is called an earlier cousin of COIISbUctivism as it was a
reaction to scientific inquiry. Interpretivism arpes that human inquiry is very unique and
difJ"erent fi'om scientific inquiry requiring different assumptions and methods (Schwandt,
1994). Ontologically, interpretivists believe that members of a c::ulture constn1ct meaning;
a belief consistent with the researchel' exploriDa and understandin& wbat meaning students

in the two classrooms make of a citizensbip education curriculum perception.
The epistemological question regardina the relationship of the researcher (Guba

•

and Lincoln call the researcher the "knower or would-be knower"(l994, p.IOI)) and what

is to be known transcends mere description.

Iaterpretivists strugle with balancing

subjectivity and objectivity (Schwandt, 1994). Similar to constructivism, interpretivists

acknowledge the importance of the first person experience of the researcher in the setting.
However, interpretivists continue to struggle with maintaining an objective eye in the field.

This is a specific difference between interpretivists and constructivists, as CODStnlctivists
believe that objectivity implies a real world that can be known. The real world,
constnJctivists believe, is a mauer of perspective (Schwandt, 1994).

This particular

concern for balance between subjectivity and objectivity reinforces the importance of the
triangulation of data sources for the study.
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The last question reprding methodological assumptions takes into account the

•

ontological and epistemological questions addressed. Bec:a11se it is necessary to interpret a
multitude of actions and behaviors of the participants as they interact with one another and
with the researcher, methods requiriDg the involvement and interaction between the
participants and the researcher in the field are appropriate.

A constnactivistfllltel'pl'etivi penpective indicates that a "qualitative-naturalistic-

formative approada" (Patton, 1990, p. 53) is the most suitable where, among others the
researcher is exploring the effects of a particular program or environment on the
participants. An ethnographic approach is deemed appropriate as the description of the

cultures [democratic classrooms] is the primary goal (Fetterman, 1989; Hammersley 8r.

•

Atkinson, 1993). More specifically, an appropriate research design for the questions

asked in this study is holistic ethnography.

Holistic Ethnography

As defined by Jacob (1987), holistic ethnographers analyze and descnbe the

culture of the classroom by looking at its beliefs and practices. The behaviors and
interactions of the students and the teacher with one 1110ther in their classroom, in terms
of the students• motivation for civic participation, as well as the beliefs and practices of

students and teacher, are the focus of this study. The purpose of this study, describing the
environment of the democratic classroom, is compatible with the goals of the holistic
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ethnographer, which includes the exploration aad description of a culture in order to
understand its uniqueaess (Jacob, 1987). Holistic etJmoanphy allows the researcher to

look at the entire culture aad aU of the perceived influences (e.g., the social context) on
the participants (students and teacher) in that setting.

Pur;pose
The primary purpose of this study is tbat tii'Ou&h the description of classrooms

which embrace experiential democratic citizenship, it might be possible to better detennine
what specific qualities and cbancteristics in these dassrooms promote motivation for civic
participation. A secondary purpose of this study is to determine what effects the broader

•

social world in which the classrooms reside have on motivating civic participation. These
first two purposes are connected as the context in which these classrooms are situated, the

prior experiences of the teachers llld s&udents, and the school settings are retlected in how
these democratic dassrooms fimction. A tertiary purpose of this study is to contribute to
the body of knowledge available tbat focuses on citizenship education in the classroom; to

provide the additional classroom studies that has been called for by van Sledright and

Gnnt (1994).

Guidina Research Ouestiofts
The research questions for this study reftect the study's purpose. The principal

research question is: What are the qualities and cbaracteristics of a democratic elementary
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classroom in which students develop the motivation to civically participate beyond the

•

classroom? The guiding research questions are:
What are the cbaracteristics of an elementary classroom that values civic

1.

participation?

la.

What democratic elmnents are evident in the classroom stnacture?

lb.

How do students interact with tbe teacher and with one another in ways

that reflect the democratic nature of the classroom?

lc.

How, and by whom, are opportunities for civic participation introduced?

2. How does the broader social context SUITOUilCtins these classrooms inftuence the civic
participation of the students?

Pilot Study
In preparation for the fWI study, a pilot study was conducted during the spring of

•

1996 in the fifth-grade clusroom with a teadler who was also a participant in the tbU
study (Obenchain, 1996). Since the pilot study and fbU study were done in two separate
~

the students in the two studies were completely different. A purpose of this pilot

study was to look at one self-contained elementary classroom that embraced experiential

democratic citizenship. A second purpose oftbe pilot study was to determine the most
appropriate data collection strategies, interview formats, and the researcher's role. As
required by Purdue University, any study involving humans required infonned consent
&om the participants, which was obtained.

•
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•

The pilot study included approximately 27 hours of classroom observation (six and
one-half days), u well u interviews with both students and the classroom teacher. From
the analyses of the field notes and the interview data of the pilot study, an observation

strategy and initial interview guides and questions were formulated for students and
teachers in the fuU study.

The researcher took fielclnotes during the observation periods. As Fetterman

(1989, p. 107) points out, fieldnotes ue the "brick and mortar" of an ethnography and
contain information &om both observations and interviews. An attempt wu made to not
record everything that occurred during the site visits, rather to note in a very abbreviated
fashion those behaviors or actions which may be interpreted as significant to the questions

•

asked in the study. In attempting to record everything one sees, two important cautions
about the taking of fieldnotes must be noted. Ifthe researcher attempts to record all that
is observed, an assumption may be made that there may be one "best" or "correct"
recording of events. This assumption is contrary to a constructivist ftameworlc which
promotes the belief that meaning is constructed by the participants (Emerson, Fretz, &
Shaw, 1995). Second, if the researcher attempts to write down everything that occurs,
more time may be spent taking notes and less time spent observing the participants and
setting. It is accepted that the researcher must make decisions on what is and is not
important enough to note (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1993). To avoid an inclination to
record everything, and to maintain a focus for what to record, the researcher relied on a
daily reSection of the guiding research questions u a criterion for the recording of

•

fieldnotes. By a consistent retlection on these questions, the researcher wu able to target
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actions and behavior that may be important in answering the questions. An attempt was

•

also made to not observe too narrowly. There is an important and delicate balance to
achieve in recording enough, but not so much that the opportunity to observe and
participate is compromised (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw, 1995).
In addition to the regular classroom, observations were also made during the

physical education class. A limitation to the pilot study wu that the researcher did not
observe students during other special classes, lunch, or recess. Observations in the ~ial
classes did not occur for two reasons. One, the music teacher was uncomfortable with
other adults present during her time with the students. Two, the other special classes did
not meet on the days the researcher was in the classroom. The researcher chose not to

observe the students during the lunch and recess periods. Aides, usually parents of school
students, were hired to supervise the students during lunch and recess; no other adults

•

(mcluding teachers) were present. It was believed by the researcher that her presence in
these settings might create discomfort both for students participating in the study and
other students at the school. Although not attending these specific occasions with the
students, the researcher did walk to and tiom these places with the students. Quite by
accident, it wu discovered that students were comfortable during these times and some
students would initiate conversations, providing valuable data.
Several artifacts were coUected during the pilot study. including school documents
and copies of student work. These artifacts provided support to assertions made as a

result of observation fieldnotes and interview transcripts. The artifacts that came ftom the
school provided information regarding the broader context in which the classroom was
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situated. Included among these arti&cts was the mission statement of the school.
Classroom artifacts consisted of classroom newsletters and weekly assignment sheets
prepared by the teacher. These artifacts provided an additional source of information
about the teacher and her philosophy and goals in establisbing a demoaatic classroom.
Student artifacts consisted mainly of posters related to citizellship education that students

had prepared, u well u citizenship essays. Information fi'om these artifads were used in
two ways. The content was used u probes during the interviews with both the teacher
and students and to provide support for behaviors or aedons observed in the classroom.

In order to determine the most appropriate interview stratesies,. four combinations

of interview strategy were attempted during the pilot study.

•
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Figure 1: Pilot Study Student Interview Combinations
Because of the ethnographic nature of the study. it wu felt that unstnactured or
semi-structured formats would be the most appropriate interview methods (Fontana and
Frey. 1994). Interviews were formal in the sense that they were conducted in a new
setting and were audio-taped. These interviews were conducted on the last two days of

the researcher•s site visit. Questions in both formats were very open-ended. The

unstructured interviews for both the group and individual were centered around the
question. "Can you tell me what it is like in Room 23?" The interview questions are
attached u Appendix A FoUow-up questions were uked dependent upon the answers

•

given. while continuing to keep the research questions in mind. Results of these
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interviews during the pilot study indicated that an unstructured individual interview was

•

not as telJ.in& as was hoped. Two individual interviews with two different students were

conducted during the pilot study. These two students seemed somewhat uncomfortable in
the settins and were unable to participate in the interview as fiill. participantslconversants.
Students in the semi-structured individual interview format were more comfortable, but

were stiU hesitant and cautious in their answers. Both unstructured and semi-structured
group interviews provided rich data, as the students were able to enhance and expand

upon one another's ideas. This was especially true of the semHtructured interview

format. The experiences in the pilot study intluenced the researcher's decision to use
semi-structured group interviews during the fidl study.

Informal conversations with the participating teacher were held daily. These
conversations were valuable in clarifYing or explaining things that had occurred during the

•

day; and they also provided the opportunity to hear the teacher's impression of researcher

observations. These conversations became a part of the fidl study and were documented
with the researcher's fieldnotes. In addition, one semi-structured interview was held with
the participating teacher after the site visits were completed. Primary questions for this

interview •e attached as Appendix B and were determined by the research questions.
Probes to these questions were determined after initial analysis of the fieldnotes and

student interviews.
Due to time constraints. the researcher did not fonnally interview parents,
administrators, or community members during the pilot study. Because one of the

research question deals with the social context in which the democratic classroom is
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placed. the lack of these additional interviews hindered the analysis of the data. The
researcher believed that these iadividuals might be able to plau:e the classroom in a larger
setting and shed li(lht on additional influences on the members of the classroom. The fuU

study included interviews with a parent &om each site, an administrator, and individuals

ftom area social services or volunteer agencies.

Data Collectiop
In consideration of the research questions and the experiences in the pilot study,

the researcher collected primary data for the study proper through fieldnotes taken during
periods of classroom and school ot.rvation and throuah semi-structured group

•

interviews with the participants (participating teachers and students). Secondary data
consisted of semi-structured interviews with the school principals, selected parents, and
social service agencies in the COIIUII.IDities. AdditioDal secondary data consisted of site

artifacts coUected &om a variety of sources.
In preparation for the study, the researcher obtained consent &om those

participatina in the study. Consem forms for the participants were approved by the

Purdue University Human Subjects Committee, the classroom teacher, and the appropriate
administrator ftom each of the two schools in which the classroom was located. An

explanation of the informed consent procedures, as weD as sample consent fonns are
contained in Appendices C(l), C(2), and C(3).
The followifts paraaraphs describe the sources and types of data collected for this

•

study. Also included is a timeline that details when the data was coUected.

Primary Data

•

Fieldnotes

Fieldnotes are the traditioaal and o• of the most commoa methods of coDecting
data in an ethnography (Fetterman, 1989; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1993). The

researcher entered the two research settiDp with a notepad and pen and as unobtrusively
as possible recorded the social environment of the members of the classroom. Whenever
possible, notes were made as the observations occurred, rather than at a later point in
time. It is important to record not only the events or interactions as they occur, but also
the perceptions of the researcher (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). Due to the nature of
the settings of the study (school classrooms), it was fairly easy to make notes as events

occurred and to insert researcher comments. Most tieldnotes were taken as the researcher
sat at a desk in the two classrooms under study. A

•

notebook and writing utensil were not

unusual in either classroom, and their presence and use was fairly unobtrusive. On
occasions when the researcher did not have her notebook, or it would have been

disruptive to write fieldnotes, a serious attempt was made to jot the nct:3 down as soon as
possible. This was usually done within 1S to 20 minutes. However, one student in the
first setting served as a reminder that the researcher and her note-taking were not as

unobtrusive as hoped. The student teacher in the room, Mr. C, had prepared a lesson for
the students on writing an autobiography. The students were allowed to write in the role

of someone or something else (i.e., someo• famous) if they were uncomfortable writing
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about themselves. The researcher's notebook was the central character in Lily's

autobiography, predicting what might be contained in it (fieldnotes, 9/23/96).

Some fieldllotes were also taken after casual conversations. which could also be
cbancterized u informal interviews, also appropriate in ethnography. These casual

conversations occurred with study participants, u well u a variety of individuals
associated with the participants of the study. This included other teachers. other school

statt: parents, aad various members of the community.
As recommended by Emerso~~. Fretz, & Shaw (1995, p. 12). fieldnotes should be

written in a conscious attempt to "preserve [the] indipnous meanings" and not to insert
any preconceptions the researcber may hold about the participants or the setting. A

•

purpose of the pilot study which proceeded the fhll study wu to provide the researcher
with the opportunity to practice data coUection strategies, including the writing of
fieldnotes (Obenchain, 1996). The pilot study also allowed the researcher to practice her
focus on the research questions in order to not auempt to record everything in the

fieldnotes that occurred in the settings.
Fetterman (1989, p. 107) recommends the daily typing offieldnotes to insure that

as many of the day's events can be recalled aad expanded upon during the trallscription.
When possible, the fieldnotes for this study were transcribed into a computer file the same
day u they were taken. Additional notes and researcher comments were added at this

time as weD.
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Semi-Structured Interviews- Teacher and Studenta

•

Fonnal structured and semi-structured iDterviews serve a purpose of allowing the

researcher to compare responses llld piKe these responses into common themes or
categories (Fettennan, 1989). The interview questions are determined by the guiding
research questions of the study. As determined through the pilot study~ the semistructured interview format wu determined to be an appropriate interview strategy for all

of the interviews. Semi-structund interviews were conducted with the participating
teachers~ 1o students at

the first site, and IS students at the second site Interview

questions for the study are included in Appendices D(1) and 0(2) respectively. The semistn.Jctured interview~ which may also be called a focused interview, calls for a more

general introduction of the topic foUowed by more specific questions as the discussion
proceeds (Rubin &

Rub~

1995, p. S). The interview questions for the study begin with a

very general "what is it like" or "what do you think" type of question, foUowed by more

•

specific and probing questions which are designed to provide information which will

attend to the guidina research questions of the study.

Secondary Data

Semi-Structured Interviews- PrinciJaiL Pvents. and Social Service Apncies
Semi-structured interviews were also conducted with the two school principals, a
pvent fi'om each site, three social service agency representatives fi'om the first site and

two social service agency represeatatives fi'om the second site. These interview questions
are also contained in Appendices E(l)~ E(l), and E(3). respectively. These interviews are
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considered seoondary sources of data as they reside outside of the classrooms under study
and are designed to help place the perceptions of the participants into a social context.

Interviews of a variety of participants also aid in the trianplation of the data as multiple
participants are interviewed with the same focus provided by the research questions.

OuestiODIIIIR
.
Each of the participating teachers, prior to the beginning of the study, completed a

questionnaire which requested a variety of information includins educational background,
length of time in the field, and a brief socio-eultural description of the school and
classroom. This questionnaire helped the researcher choose two teachers which would

•

insure some diversity between the two settinp.

Archival Data
Both of the participating teachers had attended the James F. Aclrerman Center for
DeiiiOCI"tttic Citizenship SUI1UIIfl' institute in 1995 and had submitted an application in

which each teacher explained his or her beliefs about the need for citizenship education in
his or her own school. These applications are an additional source of data for

understanding what the two participating teachers believe about citizenship education and
democratic classrooms.

•

Artifacts

The researcher collected a variety of artifacts to support or dispute the primary
data.

•

According to Denzi.n, trilngulation is an important way to strengthen the study as

" ... no sinale method ever adequately solves the problan of rival causal factors ... (as cited
in Patton. 1990, p. 187). Data tr'iallgulation is achieved in this study by the coUeetion of
data through fieldnotes, iaterviews, and artifacts. A variety of types of artifacts relating to

the research questioas were colleeted.

Classroom Artifacts
Classroom artifacts consist of student work as well as items produced by the

teacher. Student work includes essays, posters, class constitutions and class newspapers.

Those items produced by the teacher include schedules, homework packets, and

•

newsletters.

Although some school artifiac:ts, like newsletters, were distributed by the classroom

teacher, the lar&er school was the ori&inal source. In addition to newsletters, school
artifacts include parent-teacher organization information, club tlyers, and fund-raisins

information. For both schools, an important artifact is the school mission statement
document as it provides a triansufation point along with the principal and teacher
regardinJ the school's focus.

•
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Community Artifacts

For the purpose of placing each oftbe two classrooms UDder study into an
appropriate social context, artifacts fioln each of the two COIIIIDUIIities were coHected.

These items primarily include deftl011'8Phie data and volunteer and community agency

information.

•

•

Fall, 1995 and Spring, 1996

CoUection and review of archival data and
teacher questionnaire

Spring aDd Summer 1996

Neaotiate access and consent to sites

•

Fieldnotes and ll'tifacts data collection in
Room 23 at Charles Lindbergh Elementary
School
Weeks of September 3, 9, 16, 23, 1996 (19
school days)

Faeldnotes and artitacts data coUection in
Room II at Las Flores Elementary School

September 10, 1997

Interview with Mr. L., participating teacher
at Las Flores Elementary School

September 19 and 20, 1997

Interviews with Las Flores parent, Mr.
Valdez., principal at Las Flores Elementary
School and social service agency
representatives

September 25 .. 27, 1997

Interviews with students in Mr. L.'s
classroom and Mr. L.

October, November, and December 1996
(20 school days)

Fleldnotes and artifacts data collection in
Room 23 at Charles Lindbergh Elementary
School

February 1997

Interviews with Mrs. R.., participating
teacher at Charles Lindbergh; Dr. Simmons,
principal; and, participating students

March 1997

•

Interviews with Charles Lindbergh parent
and social service agency representatives
Figure 2: Dissertation Data Collection Tuneline

Data Apalysis
Both within- and cross-case analyses were used to analyze the multiple sources of

data as the researcher inductively looked for patterns, themes, and categories (Patton,

•
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1990). Both the primary and secondary data were subject to analysis which was done
with all of the data &om both cases, and then on a case by case basis. According to Miles
and Huberman (1994, p. 25), a case is a "phenomenon of sort occurring in a bounded

context." Each of the two democratic classrooms is the phenomenon under study and
each is placed within the context of the school and community. Each classroom is a
separate case; and, each case is a separate unit of analysis. The first case is room 11 at
Las Flores Elementary School and Mr. L. is the teacher. The second case is room 23 at

Charles Lindbergh Elementaly School and Mrs. R. is the teacher.
Informal data analysis occurred during the data coUection phase u the daily

transcription and review offieldnotes allowed the researcher to conswuly compare

•

previously coUected data to the new data. Both primary and sec:ondary data were subject
to this analysis. The data were coatinually reviewed to asc::ertain if patterns were
developing, if additional questions were raised, and to see ifthe multiple sources of data
supported or contndicted one another. This "constant comparative method" ( Strauss llr.
Corbin, 1990, p. 62) allowed the researcher to continually refer back to the research

questions and previously coUected data in order to begin to generate assertions while the
data coUection wu ongoing.
A more formal data analysis began with the review of the primary data &om both

sites after data collection wu completed. The transcripts of the fieldnotes and the
teachers' and students' interYiews were read multiple times without making notations. In
three subsequent readings. the researcher began to make marginal comments and notations

•

u questions arose or categories developed. These comments and notations in the primary
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data assisted the researcher in seeing the emergence of five main categories of concepts

•

and allowed the researcher to discard data deemed irrelevant to the guicliDg research
questions. This stage of open-coding included the" ... breaking down, examining,

comparing. conceptualizin& and categorizing [of the] data" (Strauss &

Corb~

1990, p.

61 ). The maiD categorieslcoacepts were color-coded for easy reference and viewing.

After the emergence of these main categories, the researcher then reviewed the secondary

sources of data to ascertain their relationship to the primary data already analyzed and
categorized. The nex:t step wu to review the entire set of data apin to ascertain if the
categories still seemed appropriate and consistent. The researcher then physically

separated the data according to the color coding and reanalyzed each category for
coDSistency and to determine if sub-categories ~ which generally occurred.
The data were also analyzed on a case by case basis and the analysis procedure

•

was the same for both cases. First, the raw data fi'om each case were collected and
organized for easy access and reference. Second, a case record was created which
included the condensation, fi.uther organization, and classification of the raw data. The
data for each case were continually reviewed and analyzed during and after data coUection

to insure that sufficient data were available in order to construct a case record and
subsequent case study. The case study is presented in the study as a typical day in the
dassroom, with the unit of analysis being the classroom and its participants (Yan, 1994.

pp. 21-22).

•

•

Role of Researcher
The researcher assumed the role of both participant observer and observer for this
study. Participation as opposed to just observation status was necessary because of the
ethnographic nature of the study (Patton, 1990). As a participant observer, the researcher
became immersed in the culture (the two classrooms) under study. In order to understand
what was going on, the researcher needed to be able to enter the culture, rather than just

observe &om the periphery. Patton (1990) details several advantages ofthe participant
observer status. Among them:
1. The researcher is better able to undentancl the context of the culture and is often able
to observe things that may escape either a casual observer or a participant. This

•

appeared to occur in both sites as the students were very comfortable saying and doing
things in front of the researcher that were not done in view of the teacher.

2. Participant interviews are likely to be open and receptive to someone seen as a
participant. In two of the fonnal student interviews, dift"erent students put their hands

over the tape recorder and asked if the teacher would be listening to the tape before
answering. After an assurance of confidentiality, the students proceeded with their

response.
3. In informal interviews (casual conversations), it was also easier for the researcher to
ask, ''What do you think about .. .1" This opportunity to encourage retlection and

introspection with all participants added an important dimension to the data that may
not have been present if the researcher was not able to ask these questions and had to

•

rely solely on visual observations and artifact coUection.

so
In both sites, the researcher was in the classroom, the halls, the playground, and at

•

several "specials" (i.e., physical education, music) with the students. The researcher also
spent before and after school, lunch, staff meetings, a."!d back-to-school night with the
teachers.

Althoup students did not seem distracted by the researcher' 11 presence, one of

the participating teachers twice mentioned that while maybe not distracted, he was aware

of the presence of the researcher (fieldnotes, 913/96 & 9/S/96). The researcher also served
as an observer in the study as she was responsible for all data coUection and data analysis.

The foUowing paragraphs contain a description of the site selection procedures and
a description of the two sites. The site selection procedure is fairly detailed as it sets the
two participating teachers into a citizenship education context. A constant in this study is

•

that both teachers participated in a summer institute for teachers, and have incorporated

that experience into their classrooms (Interview with Mr. L., 9/10/96& interview with Dr.
Simmons., 2/18197).

Site Selection Procedure
The two elementary self-contained classrooms were chosen to participate in this
study based upon each teacher's commitment to a strong citizenship education component

in his or her classroom. This commitment was determined in part throup the participation
of the teachers in a two-week intensive summer institute sponsored by the James F.
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AclremKIII Center for Democratic Citizenship ("Aclremran Center') held at Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Indiana, during June of199S. The goal oftheAclrerman

Center is to use its programs, institutes, and resources to provide classroom teachers the
knowledge, skills, and resources necessary to develop citizenship education programs in
their home communities which focus on three major principles:
1. A knowledge and understanding of democratic core values which are considered
central to citizenship in the United States. The specitic values under study were:
patriotism, justice, diversity, common good, individual rights, equality of opportunity,
and truth. These values were cuBed from the writings of various scholars through

their analysis and evaluations of founding documents of the United States, such as the

•

Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution (Butts, 1988 &
Council for the Advancement of Civic Education, 1991).
2. The development of a strong sense of community is seen as a central component in

each citizenship education program. According to the Ackemum Center ( 1994),
"citizenship implies membership and shared values and concerns for the good of the
total community."
3. Active participation in the community is also a central principle. The community in
which students participate may be defined as the classroom, school, city, or globe,
depending on the focus which may be developed by the students or teacher, or both
together. Service-learning which promotes academic learning combined with needed
service to the community is the method promoted by the Ackemum Center.

•
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The decision to use A.cke,.,., Center teachers was based in pan on convenience

•

and availability, not unheard of in ethnography (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1993). These

teachers did, however, represent a very definite and deliberately selected sample ofK.-8
teachers in the United States. Teachers at the .A.ckBnrton Center summer institute were
partially self-selected through their decision to make application for the institute. Over
I ,200 applications had been distributed across the United States through direct mailings to
administrators and through distribution at national, regional and state conferences. Of the
approximately 100 teachers who applied, the director and outreach coordinator of the

.A.cke,_, Center selected the 20 teachers based on their applications and
reconunendations.

Accordins to the director, the section of the application requesting a

narrative detailing each teacher's vision of what his or her citizenship program would look
like, and what it might accomplish, was a significant factor in determining the institute

•

participants. In addition, each teacher had to submit a letter from his or her school
administrator promising support.
Of the 20 teachers attending the 1995 institute, 12 teachers were in self-contained

classrooms. The choice of self-contained classrooms was important in order to make the
most efticient use of the researcher's time. Also, Hammersley and Atkinson (1993) state
that it is often just as important to observe the ordinary as the extraordinary. By being in
the participant classrooms all day, the researcher was able to observe both. Ordinary

events may include line up proced~ opportunities to study together, and casual
conversations among students. More extraordinary events may include specific lessons
designed to encourage or motivate students to civically participate.

•
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Five elementary classroom teachers were identified by the researcher and her major
advisor as possible sites. Criteria for this selection were based primarily upon each
teacher's contiauin& focus on citizeaship education throup the 1995-1996 school year.

elements of democracy in the classroom, and aa interest iD participating in the study. This
continuing focus was indicated through the teacher's participation and/or leadership in
implementing a citizenship propam in his or her school or classroom, development and
use of lessons and activities which promoted the three components of the Aclt:emuln

Center, and eaclt teacher's interest iD citizenship education.
During the spring of 1996, formal contact was made with each of the five teachers

through a letter of intent and questionnaire. At this stage, one teacher dropped out

because of other commitments. Formal contact was then made with the appropriate
•

administraton of the four remainins poSSible sites, and initial approval was given by all.
At this stage of site selection, fate and fimding constraints intruded and the proposed
seleetion of three sites was nanowed to two sites.

Settins and Participant Descriptions
The following descriptions are meant to introduce the reader to the two teachen,

their students, and to the communities iD which each reside. A more detailed examination
of each settins and the study participaats are included in Chapter 5 which includes the two

case studies. In the descriptions contained here and in Chapter 5, pseudonyms are used
for all partici~ including the schools and cities.

•
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Mr. L. "s Classroom

•

The first site wu located in room 11, the classroom ofMr. L., a sixth-grade

teacher in the city of Edinburgh in Southern California. Data were primarily coUected the
tint four weeks of the 1996-1997 school year. Mr. L. is a veteran teacher, having taught

for 11 years, all in the same school district. Mr. L. is the bi-linpal teacher at Las Flores
elemeatary school and in his first year of teaching sixth grade. He has also taught second,

fourth, aad fifth grades. Mr. L. is a white male, in his mid-tbinies, and recently married.
His undergraduate degree is in liberal studies (Great Boob Program) fiom the University
ofNotre Dame. He eamecl his teachillg credential and a master's degree in curriculum aad
instruction fiom San Diego State University.
Las Flores Elementary School was built in 1962 and its campus style design is
typical of schools in warm climates. Las Flores is a neighborhood school in the northern

•

part of Edinburgh, and with the exception of a few disabled students, most of its 606

students walk to school. The school is in an older and well-established neighborhood with
a diverse population. The mission statement ofLas Flores, printed in both English and

Spanish, states that the school's mission is to "ensure that all students receive every
educational opportunity to prepare for all fUture challenges, including life-long learning,
and to build responsible citizens... " (Room 11 artifact coUection).
Many parents accompany their children to school in the morning and wait near the

playground chatting with one another, their children, or teachers until students are led into
their classrooms. The administrative oftices are at the center of the campus with primary

grades to the east and north and upper grades to the west of the administrative offices.
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The school has two playgounds with a variety of standard equipment. There is also a

b"brary, computer room and multi-purpose I)'IIIIIISiumllunch room. Mr. L. 's room is in a
building that houses eight upper grades classrooms and is situated behind the

gymnasium/lunch room. lloom II is an end room and is adjacent to the school garden
which is ofl'ered some financial support by the local arboretoreum. Mr. L. has been in
room II since he came to Las Flores five years ago. There is a wall of windows at the
back of the room near the door, a sink, and drinking fountain. One waD contains storage
cabinets and a bulletin board, and the remaining two waDs have chalkboards. Mr. L. has

decorated the room with a variety of large college flap, faded pictures of national
monuments and historic sites, and large posters displaying the seven core democratic
values introduced at the A.ckennon Center. lloom II is very crowded with approximately
•

3S student desks. a round reading table, and a desk and supply table for Mr. L. Student
desks are placed in a variety of configurations, but are usually in groups of four to six.
This room is very wann and stutfy during September and is practically bursting with

people, furniture and supplies. Fifteen of Mr. L. 's 34 students have Spanish surnames;
three are non-English speakers; and, at least six others speak English u a second

language. In the 1995-1996 school year, over so-At of sixth grade students at Lu Flores
tested above the 50 percentile in Reading Comprehension and Language. Thirty nine

percent of the students tested above the 50 percentile in Math Concepts.

•
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Mrs.

R. 's Classroom

•

The second site is located in room 23, the classroom ofMn. R., a fifth-grade

teacher in Lassen, a small Indiana city. Da were primarily coUected in the months of
October through December of the 1996-1997 school year in Mrs. R. • classroom at Charles
Lindbergh Elementary School. Mrs. R., also a veteran teacher of 13 years bas spent much
of her teaching experience in fi.ftb..grade. Mrs. R. bas taught fourth srade and in a
previous position wu a Jifted education coordinator. Mn. R. is a white female, in her
mid-thirties, and married. Her undergraduate degree is in elementary education and her

master's degree is in educational psychology, both ftom Purdue University.
Charles Lindbergh Elementary School was built in 199S and is in its second year of

occupation. A part ofthe school's vision statement promotes the belieftbat " .. .learning
should never be confined to the school walls or traditional school schedules, and that

•

service learning should be a part of every Ieamer's educational program in which learners
can examine relevant issues and acquire skiDs and processes which support the
development of continuous learning" (Room 23 artifact coUection). Charles Lindbergh is
a neighborhood school, but some students are bussed. The majority of the 370 students
walk to school or are provided transportation by family. The school is situated in a
growing area of Lassen, and there is an abundance of new housing surrounding the school,

which was built to accommodate the growing population of the area. Charles Lindbergh
Elementary School has a great many advantages as a new school in terms of facilities and
supplies and each room contains a television, video-cassette recorder, multiple computers,
a compact-disc player, and telephone. Administrative offices are in the center of the

•
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building; lunchroom, gymnasium, art and music rooms are to the east; the library,
computer lab, and classrooms are to the west. Room 23 is one of two fifth grade
classrooms and is situated between the other fifth grade classroom and the classroom for
disabled students. Two waDs in room 23 are occupied by teacher storage and student
closets; another has two windows with a permanent bulletin board and table of computers

in the middle; and, the last wall has a white board. Most of the room is carpeted, but there
is a tiled section near the link and ltCJ111P cabinets. The room is tidy and uncrowded and

student desks are placed in a variety of combinations, although single desks bave been the

nonn during the 1996-1997 school year. The room is decorated with a variety of colorful
cartoon-like motivational posters with sayings such as "pt organized," "plan ahead," and
"pay attention" on them
•

Student work is also displayed, including art work and a

project which includes "shields" of the seven core democratic values presented at the

Ackerman institute. This year room 23 has 24 students; two speak English as a second
language (Spanish and Hindi). In the 1995·1996 school year, Mrs. R.'s students tested at
the 6!!' percentile in R.eadina Comprehension and Lanauage. The students tested at the

48* percentile in Math Concepts.

•
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

•

The findinp oCthe study m: presented ill both chapters 4 and S. Chapter 4

includes the findings generated fiom the IDIIyses oCthe entire coUection oC data from both
sites reprclins the democratic elements in elementary classrooms which may motivate

students to civically participate. Chapter S provides an in-depth picture oC each oC the two

sites throusb the presentation oCtwo cue studies and the view oC a typical day in the
classroom. The same types oC data were coUected and analyzed from both sit• which led
to the overall assertions. However, the two sites m: distinctly different and those
ddferences require exploration and discussion IS they fi.uther influence the major
assertions of the study.

Althousb the two participating teachers m: similar ill age and

teaching experience, and have similar goals Cor citizenship education, they are very

•

different people. They live and teach in very different communiti• geographicaJly and
ethnically; and they also teach with two very dift"ereelt principals. The distinct differences

between the sites necnsitated the development of the separate cue studies.
The analyses oCthe data sugest the foUowina two assertions. One, ill classrooms

where democratic elements such IS providing student choice, shared responsibility, shared
decision-making, and dehberate opportunities for student civic participation are present,
students are bqpmJing to accept more responsibility for their immediate community.

Figure 3 displays assertion one which is based on the analysis oC all or the data, both
primary and secondary, &om both sites.

•
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In classrooms wha'e democratic elements such as pro~g student choice, shared
responsibility, shared decision-mak:in and deliberate opportunities for student civic
participation are present. students beain to accept more responsibility for their immediate

.

Assertion two deals with the iducnce of the broader social context surroundins
these classrooms. In this study, and the subsequent analyses, the social context is

represented by the school environment as determined by the builclins principal and his/her

priorities in the school. When the school principal makes civic participation for students a
high priority, as opposed to a low priority, those classrooms striving to include democratic

elements and civic participation have more success in implementing those elements.

•

Fipre 4 includes assertion two which was senerated primarily fi'om the cross case analysis
of the two cases in this study.
When the school principal makes student civic participation a high priority, as
opposed to a low priority, those classrooms strivins to include democratic elements and
civic participation have more success with that inclusion.
Y....-e 4: Assertion Two
Influence of the School Principal
The remainder ofthis chapter includes the evidence to support the two assertions

of the study. It includes the catepries and sub-categories generated by the data analyses,
data excerpts to support these catesories, and a discussion of the categories.

•
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Assertion One: Acce.ptina Community Reaonsability
The first assertion pncrated is thtJt ill t:ID..vrot:Ru where denloc:ratit: elements sut:h
tiS providing studelll t:hoit:e,

•

shoTed responsibility, shoTed det:isiOfHIIIIking, and

deliberate 0J1110'11111iliufor 6lllde1ll ctvit: plll"'it:ipaliotl are present, students are
beginning to act:epiiiiOre 1'fiS/IlM8ibilityftw tlteir illlllledklte t:Oifflmlllity. The categories

supporting this assertion lftSWer the ovenll question of: 1. What are the qualities and

cbaracteristics of an elementary classroom wbicb values civic participation? Sub-questions
also answered in this assertion me: Ia. What democntic elements are evident in the

classroom structure? lb. How do studeats interact with the teacher and with one another
in ways which reflect the democratic nature of the classroom? I c. How, and by whom.
are opportunities for civic participation introduced? Democratic elements evident in the
dusroom and the ways students and the teacher interact with one another include

•

opportrmilies for student dloit:e, shtlred responsibilityftw the dassroom and others in the
t:omiiiiDiity, and sht.nd decisiOIHIIIlking. Civic participation opportunities are introduced
deliberately by the tetldtter.

Category One: Student Choice
Allowing multiple opponunities for student t:hoit:e is evident in both of the
classrooms under study. Opportunities for students to . U choices occur often, usually
numerous times in a day, and in a vmiety ofways. Student choice is usually offered to
the students in one oftwo ways. deliberately or with less deliberate intentions. Both

•
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teachers otfer choice in both of these ways, although Mrs. R. otfers deliberate or
structured choice more often than Mr. L.

Deliberate Choice

Opportunities for deliberate choice include those times when the teacher creates a

situation which requires student choice and/or those opportunities where the teacher's
choice of words specifically presents choice to a student or students. Examples of this
include Mrs. R.'s distribution of a Seating Preference Fonn (R.oom 23 artifact collection)
and the presentation of an opportunity to choose where one would like to sit. This form

includes the foDowing: "These are people who might distract me if I sit by them. These

are people wbo mi&ht cause me to get into trouble if I sit by them. These are people who
•

will probably encourage me to do my best work if I sit by them." Also included are
preferences of single, double, or group seating, as well as where in the room (e.g., front or
back). Mrs. R. has created a very specific opportunity for students to recopize and

exercise a choice. By the questionsfatems placed on the fonn, she encourages students to
think carefiaDy and to make wise choices that will help them be successtbl in room 23.

More often than the above descnbed example, choice is otferecl on what work
students will do and in what order. This occurs in both classrooms as the teachers otfer
the students a choice of class work. Typical examples include Mrs. R. 's question of
"What would you Uke to work on now?" as student finish seatwork (fieldnotes,

11/13196); and Mr. L. 's presentation of two options in presenting their work on Ancient

•

Greece - a fan-fold display or a play (fieldnotes, 9/23196). These choices are fairly
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structured as the teacher tends to provide two or three alternatives from which the

students can choose. In other words, doing nothing is not a viable choice. In another

•

example, Mr. L. states, "I'm going to give you a choice of organizing your binder,
cleaning your desk, or doing your homework" (&eldnotes_ 9/10196). Mr. L. deliberately
tells the students that he is giviJI& them a choice and he also limits the alternatives from
which to choose.

Less Deliberate Choice
Less deliberately structured opportunities for choice also occur often in both

classrooms and teDcl to consist of comments to individual students. Mr. L. uses this type
of choice frequently with the classroom jobs held by the students. Students are asked to
set up

their tutoring and gardening schedules with the direction of"Do whatever you think

is best" (9/1 0/96) or "I'D leave it up to you" (fieldnotes. 9/3/96). Less deliberate choices

•

presented to the entire class are also used by both teachers, who allow certain parameters
on assignments to be left to student choice such as writing utensil, lenath, use of pictures,
and presentation style (fieldnotes 10/18196, 9/3/96, .t 10/8/96). These choices are
presented casually and without a deliberate tone. It may also be noted that in some cases
students do not recognize these less deliberate choices as choices. In one instance, Mr. L.
asks the students if they get to make decisions at school. They bring up choosing who to
play with and wbat to eat for lunch, but not decisions they have made related to choice.
Mr. L. reminds them that on this particular day, he has given them choices (requiring them
to make a decision) on both a math and social studies assignment (&eldnotes, 9/S/96).
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In summary, one democratic element included in both of these classrooms is the

opportunity for students to make multiple and JDelllinsfid choices as they go about their
day in the classroom. Students are given the opportunity to make decisions that will have

consequences and that may affect their classroom life. By choosing to do one assignment
over another, they

ri* a poor gnde on

the assigament that may not get finished. By

choosing to complete an assignment in pea instead of pencil, they acknowledge that

mistakes may be ftOIH:OI1"eCttle. Studeats who are provided these choices throughout
their school career have the opportunity to leam &om the consequences of their wise and

unwise choices.

•

Category Two: Shared Responsibility
A second category to emerge &om the analyses of the data is one ofshared
responsibility. This category c:tiffers &om student choice in the way it is presented to the

students. Shared responsibility is presented in nach more of a community spirit than
when choices are off~ wbich tend to be more of a personal as opposed to community
matter. In the caleflory of shared responsibility, the teacher and students share the
responsibility to keep the classroom running smoothly, to help themselves and one another
learn, and to accept responsibility for others in the community.

Classroom Qperation
In order to help the classrooms run smoothly, both of the teachers participating in

•

the study rely on their students to share the responsibility for making this happen. In Mn.
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R. ·s classroom this is senenlly done through the establishment of classroom jobs within a

mini-economy.

•

Durin& the first week of sdtoo~ students are advised there will be a mini-

economy ia the dasiroom; students wiD apply for jobs; and they wiD be paid. They are

also advised there wiD be expenses such as rent, utilities, and taxes (fieldnotes 1127/96).
In the lloom 23 mini-economy, students are trained to perform jobs that are meaninsfial in

the sense that they help and contribute to the success of the classroom. Examples ofjobs
include: physical education assistant, audio-visual technician, payroB clerk. messase
l'llllDCI',

Mn. R.. 's penonalassistant, bank teller, librarian, lunch count person, and phone

messase taker, amona others. Students uaclentand that their jobs are important DOW and
that they are preparation for adulthood. In the interviews with Mrs. R.. 's students,

students in an six interviews said that the jobs required responsibility and did help the
classroom nm better. Wayne and Garth (students chose their own pseudonyms, which

•

accounts for the reference to the main charaders in the movie, WQ)'Ife 's WorldJ spoke
about their respective jobs of recycler and bank teller 1#2. As with an of the other students

interviewed, both students were able to describe their job, its respon11bilities, and the
consequences Of not perfonnin1 their job weB. According to Garth, if there was no bank
teller, " ... you wouldn't pt your money, you wouldn't pay your rent ... " and Wayne stated
that if there was no recycler, "The recyclina bin would be an fUied up and be overflowing

like a dump" (student interview #14, 2117196). Students also remarked that these jobs

helped Mn. R.. so she would not have to do all of these things. According to Scotty,
knowing one's specific jobs also helps to prevent problems in the classroom because when

it is time for papers to be passed out, or some other job, everyone knows their
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responsibility ahead of time and there are no fights about it (student interview #3,
2117/96). The students in Mn. R.'s classroom (four of six interviews) also mentioned
that the mini-economy was good preparation for adulthood, whether it be learning how to
write and deposit a check, how to perform a certain job, or helping them learn the
responsibilities of good citizenship. This is best summed up by Samantha, who stated that
the mini-economy jobs were related to citizenship because they require responsibility.
According to Samantha, " ... you can't just lean bact and let everybody else do the work if
you're a good citizen. You have to help out" (student interview #S, 2/18/96).
Mr. L. 's students also have the opportunity to have classroom jobs; however, most

of the jobs are related to the service-learning component of his citizenship education

•

program, which will be discussed later in this chapter. Students in Mr. L.'s classroom do

share responsibility in the classroom operation, but in a less structured way. Students are
asked randomly to pass out papers, record grades, decorate the room, and settle new
students into the classroom (fieldnotes 9/3/96, 9/S/96, 9/6/96, 9/10/96, 9/12/96, 9/23/96,
9/24/96). As the need for a particular task arises, Mr. L. will ask for a volunteer or will
choose someone to assist. Some of Mr. L. 's students have requested jobs such as grader
or attendance taker, but perfonn these jobs inconsistently. Unlike the students in Mn.
R.'s classroom, students in Mr. L.'s classroom do not see this shared responsibility as
something important, or even as a responsibility and did not mention it in any interview.
This is contnry to Mr. L. 's be6efthat he is offering his students, in a "concrete way," the
opportunity to volunteer and serve their community, including the classroom (Mr. L.

•

interview #1, 9/10/96). The researcher suspects that helping out in the classroom is a
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typical occurrence for elementary students but without the structure of a mini-economy or

•

some other type of structure. the impact is missing. as well as the potential to encourage

responsability. The mini-economy also gives Mrs. R. "s students a vocabulary to use as
they refer to the particular responsibilities of their jobs.
In summary, both teachers encourage students in their respective classrooms to

share the responsibility in helping the classroom to nm smoothly. Mrs. R., however,
encouraaes this responsability in a more structured way through the use of a minieconomy. This is noted by Mr. L. "s students who do not see helping out as a form of

shared responsibility.

Helpina Themselves and One Another Learn
With an overall goal of community, both Mr. L. and Mrs. R. encourage shared

•

responsibility for helping themselves, their classmates, and the teacher learn. Checking
one's behavior and use of time are used consistently by both teachers and done by
implying a responsability to learn. Both teachers encourage students to accept

responsibility for their learning by monitoring themselves. Mrs. R. does this by asking
students to make wise choices in choosing study partners (fieldnotes 10/14/96 &
11/18/96); and Mr. L. does this by asking students to "take stock of what you have
accomplished in the last IS minutes" (fieldnotes, 9/19/96). Students are encouraged to

see themselves as individuals with the ability and responsibility to have an effect on their
learning. This is also reflected in both of the classroom constitutions with references to
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"being the best Ieamer you can be" (room 11 artifilct coUection) and "We will do our
work without bothering others" (room 23 artifaet collection).

Also reflected in the claB'oom constitutions, both teachers also often and
consistently ask their students to help a neighbor, offer some assistance, explain something
to a neighbor,

or ifyou need help finding the answers, ask a neighbor. In a typical

example, Mr. L. was teaching a math concept that was very difficult for many of his
students. He tried a variety of verbal, physical, and written clues to help the students and
when they began to understand he asked them to "explain the concept to a neighbor" and
to "make a sugestion to your neighbor" to help them understand (fieldnotes, 9/18196).

Mr. L. also makes a point of letting his students know that he does not know
everything and that they are all learners. He stated that '1 try to be honest with the
•

students and I don't try to trick them... or make them think they are lesser than me ... I try
to treat them as equals in the learning environment" (Mr. L. interview #I, 9/10/96). This
intent is noted in the classroom as Mr. L. asks students to help in answerins questions or
finding solutions to problems. A typical example was a cliSQission on capitalization for
"god" when describing Greek sods (fieldnotes, 9/17196). Although not observed, the

researcher believes Mn. R. also promotes the belief that they are all learners in the
clusroom. One example is the class constitution which was written by the students, but
with Mrs. R.'s pidanee. It besins, "We the learners of room 23 ... " (room 23 artifact

coUection). Mrs. R. 's status as a Ieamer with her students does not appear to be that she
consciously asks for student help, but appears to be more of a modelins behavior. In the

•

student interview with Robyn and Samantha, they brought up that Mn. R. takes classes in
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the sununer and said "' ... she is trying to be a better teacher ... " and "She is taking pride in

•

her time ..• so she can teach us better" {student interview #S, 2/18196). Mn. R. regularly

shares with the students information about her life, including the books she reads and the

classes she takes.
Both Mr. L. and Mrs. ll are attempting to nurture a coiiUIIUDity of learners where
the teacher and students

eacouraae. help, and support oaeanother in the learning process.

This is also supported in the classroom constitutions both classes created. The teachers
provide multiple opportunities for the students to help oae another and to learn together.

Students are encouraged to assist classmates, and in Mr. L. 's classroom they are also
encouraged to help Mr. L. learn.

ResponsibilitY to Others in the Community

R.esponsibility to others in the coiiiiiiWlity includes the classroom community as

•

weD as the lqer school or geographic COIIUIIUIIity and is categorized separate ftom the
previously discussed sub-catesorics because it does not deal clirectly with academic

learning behaviors. It is also dilferent &om service-learning opportunities which will be
discussed in the next category. This responsibility was observed being encouraged in Mrs.
ll's classroom only. It was not discouraged in Mr. L. 's classroom, but there were no

observed occunmces. In Mn. ll 's classroom this typicaUy consisted of reminders by
either Mrs. ll or students of a responsibility to others. This usually took the form of
encouraging considerate behavior toward others. This sense of responsibility was also

noted in the classroom constitution with references to be considerate and responsible
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(room 23 arti&ct coUection). One example of responsibility to the community occurred in
November near the end of the day when the safety patrols in room 23 were preparing to
leave for their posts. The class was noisy and the daily check-out procedure was not
progressing. Mn. R. raninded the students that "we have got to work together to meet
our responsibilities," referring to the responsibilitie of the patrols to the school
(fieldnotes, 11/15196). Another example was related by Mn.ll. in her interview (2126/97)
with her reminder to the fifth.graden to be responsible for the younser children on a

particularly icy day u school dismissed. One instance of this type of consideration was
modeled by Mr. L., but in a very quiet and discreet manner. Near the end of the first day

of school, be knelt by each of the new students and asked how they were doing
(tieldnotes, 9/3/96). It did not appear that Mr. L. was using this u a conscious modeling
•

opportunity.
In sum, creating a sense of community is central to this category of shared

responsibility. Students are encouraged to be responsible to themselves, to their
classmates, and to the COIIUIIUDity. Students are asked to monitor themselves and to
accept responsibility for others and to provide assistance when needed because they are all

members of the same community. Both teachers attempt to create this sense of
community in the ways descnbed above, as well as through deliberate community building
activities which encourage students to learn more about one another and to trust one
another. During the first week of school in both classrooms, the teachers used community

building activities. Mn. ll. took her students to the gymnasium to create a "fiiendship

•

web" that required Mn. R. and the students to stand in a circle, say something positive
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about a classmate, and toss a ball of yam to that classmate (fieldnotes, 8/28/96). Mr. L.

•

took his class to the playground where the students all joined hands and wound themselves
into a tight corkscrew without letting go of one another (fieldnotes, 9/3/96).

Category Three: Shared Decision-Making

In both classrooms participating in this study, the teachers shored tkision-making
with their students. Shared decisioa-makins was observed less often in the classrooms

under study in terms of&equency than either of the two previously discussed categories.

However, in the instance of classroom nde-makins that occurred only once in each
classroom observed, the importance ofthis shared decision-making may carry more
weight u this shared decision remains evident in the clusroom well after the decision is
made. The decisions shared with the students generally occur in one of three sub-

•

categories: the establishment of classroom rules, academic shared decision-makin& and
aon-academic shared decision-making.

The £stablislment ofCJessroom Rules

In the two classrooms observed, Mr. L. and Mrs. ll. took time durin& the first few
weeks of the school year to establish the rules for the clusroom with input by the
students. Both teachers began this process by asking the students what would be the best
environment in which they could all learn. Mr. L. introduced this by askina students what

their goals were for the year (fieldnotes, 9/3/96) and Mrs. ll. asked for students to think of
things that would "help us work toptber to learn" (fieldnotes, 8/27/96). In both classes,
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this discussion was time consuming and fiustrating. Mr. L. encouraged his students to
come up with big ideas u opposed to "little ideas" aach u "raise [your] hand" and
"correct your mistakes" (fieldnotes, 9/3196). According to Mrs. R., she took about 20
minutes each momina for approximately three weeks in which she encourapd discussion

around the questions of"How do you want to be treated?" and "Wbat do you need to
have happen in class in order to lam?" (fieldnotes, 1on/96). Both classrooms eventually
settled on a class constitution which reflected their discussions. The student involvement
in this rule-making was something mentioned by the students in most of the interviews. In

three of the four interviews with Mr. L. 's students (10 students), making the class
constitution was mentioned when .skecl if the students thouabt they had a say in their
classroom. In all six ofthe interviews with Mrs. R. 's students (1 S students), the class
•

constitution wu mentioned in answering the questions of what was unique about the
classroom or did the students think: they got to have a say in what happened in their
clusroom. In the interview with Katrina, Paco, and Jcff(Mn. R. 's students), the students

responded to the question askina ifthey thouabt they had a say in the dassroom. Katrina
stated that they get to have a say "all the time," which was echoed by Paco and Jeff

(student interview #2, 2/17196). In further discussing the constitution, Katrina said,
" ... we got rules that tell not what you should be like, but what you can be like. You

know what I mean like you have to be responsible, you have to try your best, you have to
be fair to other people, you can't use put-downs or anything like that" (student interview
#2, 2/17/96). This response was typical of the other interviews u students responded

•
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that they had a say in making the class constitution (which contained rights and

responsabilitieslrules) and were able to recall those rules in the interview.

•

Academic Shan;cl Decision-M•kiua
This second sub-category of academic shared decision-making looks somewhat

different in the two classrooms under study. In Mr. L. 's elasaroom, this is evidenced by
student participation in scoring II'IICh of their own work and in creating the scoring criteria

for several assignments. According to Mr. L., " ... it creates community when they're
participating in grading and they're participating in assessing, and when they're
participating in planning assessment of work that they do" (Mr. L. interview #2~ 9/27/96).
In Mr. L. 's classroom, students have weekly homework packets that are distnbuted on

Monday and turned in completed on Friday. Beginning in the third week, Mr. L. asked

•

the students to include three lines on the folder containins their homework. There was to

be a Une each for Mr. L., Mr. C. (the student-teacher), and the student. A scorinaguide

wu placed on the cbalkboard and students were asked to evaluate their work, to be
foUowed by an evaluation by both Mr. L. and Mr. C. In both weeks, the teachers

remarked that students tended to be right on target with the evaluation and that the work
tended to be of better quality in the second week (fieldnotes, 9/20/96 8c. 9/27/96). In

addition to assessins ~ students were also asked to work with the teacher in
creatins a scorinsrubric to assess their own work (fieldnot~ 9/16/96~ 9/17/96, &
9/27/96). The class first discussed what the criteria for assessment should be, foUowed by
what an exce~ averase, and poor example would look Hke.

•
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In Mrs. R. •s classroom, academic shared decision--making looks diff'erent, as

students do not participate in academic assessnaeat. However, as a class the students and
Mrs. R. worked togeth« to generate questions for the dass mascot, Rover, to take along
on his various trips. llover is a small stuffed dog IDd has been room 23's mascot for two
years. His purpose is to "rove" the world Jeamins about citizenship. He does this on
behalf of the students in room 23 who cannot go to many of these places. In the 1996 - 97

school year, llover bas been to Germany, the gubernatorial and presidential inauguratio~~Sy
and to observe a space shuttle launch. Mrs. R. and the students work together each time
to generate questions relevant to the penon and place llover is visiting. This requires

academic inquiry into the person or place that Rover is visiting. In one instance, when the
researcher was present, Mrs. R. began the lesson by reminding the students that Rover
•

was going to visit Vice President Gore and they needed to come up with questions. They

first talked about what they already knew about the federal government and campaigning,

and then moved on to deciding what new things they would like to know. Two questions

that were generated included asking the Vice President what he would do if he were not
elected and what had been his hardest decision as Vice President (fieldnotes, 10/8/96). In
the letter the class received &om the Vice President, these two questions were not
specifically answered; however, he did explain his primary duties as Vice President and
why he decided to go into politics (Room 23 artifact coUection). Like the letter the

students bad received earlier tiom the President (Rover had also visited him), the Vice
President's letter was framed and placed in the maiD hall of the school so all of the

•

students could read it.
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Sbared Decision-Maida& for the Good of the Classroom
The last sub-category of sbared decisioiHaaking appears only in Mrs. ll. 's

•

classroom and iDclucles opportunities for sbared decisioll-llllkiag wbich benefit the good
of the classroom. The good of the classroom is defined as those decisions which are nonacademic and/or which deal with the management of the classroom. One example of a
ncm-academic decision wu the decision of the students to not choose a citizen of the

week:. The citizen of the week could be chosen weekly in Mrs. ll. 's room and anyone
could nominate a fellow student u long u they could cite a specific example of this
person being a good citizen. Although instituted in August, the students decided in
September that as a arouP they weren't really beingsood citizens and the award should

not be made. This decision oc:currecl at the end of a particularly difticult week during
which the students in room 23 had twice received lunch detention. On that Friday, when

•

Mrs. ll. brought up the good citizen awud and asked for nominations based on the criteria
of the constitution, no one was nominated. Eventually, Samantha said she did not think
anyone deserved to be nominated for the week. Mn. R.. stated that she told the students
to let her know when !hey were ready again (foDow-up interview, 4/23197). In December,
Wayne asked Mn. ll. ifthe citizenship award could be reinstated; and she in tum asked
the rest of the class if they felt it was time. The students agreed and the award was reinstituted (fieldnot~ 12/11196). Another example was the researcher's request to
borrow the class constitution to show her undergraduate social studies methods class and

was first required to explain to the class why it was bein& borrowed and then to ask
permission of the class. More fi'equently, shared decision-makins occurs in areas related

•
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•

to the management of the dassroom. Each Monday, Mrs. R. distributes a Weekly Plan
Sheet ("WPS") which details the academic and social calendar for the upcoming week.
Time is takeR each Monday to go over the WPS and to discuss any questions or
suggestioas for change. The white board also holds a daily schedule and studellts can
suggest changes in the order (Mrs. ll. interview, 2126/97). Mrs. R. can also suggest or
request changes to both. but asks for the students' permission. Three examples include a
switch in library times with Mrs. T ., another teacher in the building, the establishment of a

time to review the pictures &om .Rover• s latest trip, and a discussion of what type of
candy the class will sell (fieldnotes, 11/18196 & 1219196). In all of these cases Mn. R.

presented the alternatives and asked for the students to comment and discuss then~. or to
suggest other alternatives. As she stated, "I want them to set used to discussing issues,
•

findin& alternatives, listenin& to other people's ideas and thea as a JVOUP having to decide

which approach we're goina to take" (Mrs. R. interview, 2127/96). Students in Mn. R. 's
classroom also share in decidina the physical manaement of the classroom (fieldnotes,

IOn/96; Mrs. R. interview, 2127196, Seating Preference Fonn ftom artifact coUection).
Students have an influence on where they sit and with whom (which was discussed earlier
in the category of student choice), as well as where Mrs. R. 's desk, the dass library,

reference materials, etc., should be placed. In general, student responses support the
fieldnotes and Mrs. R. 's comments about shared decision-makin& (student interviews # l,

#2, #4, 2117/96; & student interviews #S, #6, 2118196). As fdl stat~ "Just about
everything we do as a class, she helps, she decides with us instead ofjust saying, cwe're

•

doing this'" (student interview #2, 2117196).
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In summary, both teachers share decision-making with their students in several

•

ways. Both teachers believe that sharing decisions with their students is a part of their
citizenship education program and wiD benefit their students in terms of their growth as
participatory citizens. Sharing decision-maldns provides opportunities for the students to

pradic::e decision-making. a citizenship skiD as defiaed by Parker & Kaltsounis (1986).

Category Four: Deliberately Created Opportunities for Civic Participation

In both of the classrooms under study, students participated in service-learning
projects which provided deliberate opportunities p civic participation. Service-learning
is a "method by which yamg people leam and develop through active participation ... [to]
meet actual community needs" (Alliance for Service-Learning in Education Reform,
1993). By definition, students participating in service-leaming projects help to detennine

a need in their community and work to help fill that need. Both teachers stated a

•

commitment to service-learning for their classrooms as a pan oftheir citizenship education
program (Mr. L. interview #2, 9/27196 & Mrs. R.. interview, 2127196). The most observed
and structured type of service-learning project in both dassrooms was the establishment of

a buddy class with a younger grade. Mr. L. 's students worked with a second grade class
once a week on their reading. Each sixth grader was paired with a second grader by the
teachers and spent approximately 30 minutes reading a book that the second grader
provided. Prior to beginning the project, Mr. L. asked the students how someone is
taupt to read and students listed things such as reading aloud and foDowing alona with a
finpr (fieldnotes, 9/19196). The project was then introduced to the students with the

•
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explanation that they would be helping a second grade class. In the instances of sixth
graders with limited English, a strong second grade reader served the role of tutor. Upon
returning &om each tutoring experience. Mr. L. asked the students how things went and

to talk about any difticulties. They were also asked to journal the experience. While this
experience certainly provides opportunities for civic participation, it is not service-learning

in its purest sense as the students are not allowed to determine the need. Instead, it is
presented as a task. In the student interview only S of 10 students mentioned that they
enjoyed working with the buddy class. Ralph aetually resented workin& with the buddy
class because it took away &om bis time to get homewort. done (student interview# 1,
9/25/96). This is a contradiction to the reaction in Mrs. R.'s classroom in which 12 of the

•

1S students interviewed stated that they enjoyed the experience and were able to provide a

rationale for being a buddy (i.e., they need our help). In Mrs.ll. 's classroom, working
with the buddy class wu initially presented as an opportunity, rather than a task. Early in
the year, Mrs. G., a kindergarten teacher, commented at a staff meeting that it was very

difficult to take her students to the computer lab because many knew so little about
computers. After talking with Mrs. G. about the possibility of a fifth grade buddy class,
Mrs. R. then broached the subject to her students by saying, "Mrs. G. needs some help and
she wu telling me about a problem she has [kindergartners in the computer lab]. I

wondered if we coulcl help her solve it?" (Mrs. R. interview, 2127196) This is also an
example of another decision-making opportunity Mrs. R. shared with her students. There
are also other opportunities for Mrs. R. 's students to interact with the kindergartners

•

through Christmas and Valentine's Day parties, which may influence the more positive
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student attitude. Another related and poteatial influence may be that Mrs. R. 's students

•

were interviewed later in the school year and had had more time to develop a relationship
with their buddy class. This is a limitation of the study and will be further discussed in
Chapter 6.

Mr. L. encourages other service-learning opportunities through classroom jobs.
As mentioned earlier in assertion one, Mr. L. does not have a structured mini-economy for

classroom jobs. IDstead, service-learnina opportunities are presented as ways students can
have a classroom job and can participate in their school and/or classroom. Students are

told that there are an infinite number ofjobs to help every community and that they needed
to choose the community and decide how they could help (tieldnotes, 9/6196). Studeats
chose a variety ofjobs, both within the classroom and to benefit the entire school. In class

jobs included grader, attendance taker, and fish feeder. One sroup of studeats also chose

•

to work in the prden adjacent to the classroom. This sroup was told to organize the
gardea into plots for each class and then to decide what their goals and purposes for the

garden were ping to be (fieldno• 9/12196). Another sroup of Spanish speaking

students chose to work with a Spanish speaking first grade class and rotated in and out of
that classroom in groups of three duriDg the morning. The overall reaction to these jobs

was more positive than to the buddy class with 8 of 10 students interviewed (two chose
not to have jobs) enjoying their jobs and able to provide a rationale for doing the job

chosen.

•
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Su11111181Y of Assertion One

Assertion one states that in classrooms where democratic elements such as
providing student clloice. shand responsibility. shared decision-lllllking, and deliberate
opptJI'1rlnitiesfor strident civic ptll1icipation a present, students are beginDing to accept

more responsibility for their immediate community. Four catesories emerged ftom the
analyses of the data. Category one includes the element of student choice. In both of the

classrooms under study, students a provided multiple opportunities to make choices
which atrect their school day. Choices ue preseated to studmts in two ways: deliberately
and less deliberately. Deliberate choices are those in which the teacher makes a conscious
and usually verbal choice available to students. Less deliberate choices tend to be casual,

•

and include comments such as "I'D leave it up to you." All of the students interviewed

recognized that choice existed; however, the students in Mn. R.. 's classroom saw the
opportunity for choice as more pervasive and real than the students in Mr. L. 's dassroom.
Category two includes the teachers' attempt to encourage students to accept and share
responsibility for themselves, the classroom and its members, and the larpr community.
Students are encouraged to help one another and the teacher as needed. This is more
structured in Mrs. R.. 's classroom due to the presence of a mini-economy which indudes

specific jobs and responsibilities. Category three details bow both teachers share some real

decision-making with their students. These opportunities include participating in
assessment in Mr. L. 's classroom and participating in the physical set up of the dassroom

in Mrs. R.. 's classroom. The most notable example of shared decision-making in both

•

classrooms is the development of dassroom rules. A fowth category describes how both
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teachers deh"berately set up opportunities for their students to civically participate in their

communities.

•

The classrooms under study have buddy dasses they work with as service-

learning projects and Mr. L. •s students are encouraged to find other service-learning
opportunities of their determination and choice.
Each of these categories exist because Mr. L. and Mrs. R. believe that citizenship

education includes student interaction and student involvement (Mr. L. interview # l,
9/10196,

interview~

9/27/96 & Mrs. .R. interview, 2126/91). It is important to

acknowleclse that every one of these categories exists because the teacher allows and/or
encourages these opportunities. AD attempt to instill commitment to one's community is

pervasive as students practice making wise choices, being responsible, and being active.
Students in both classes &equently mention how they help others and their community.

And whether or not students eqjoy working with buddy classes, all students interviewed

•

see themselves as role models to the younger children, noting that this is a responsibility
which requires commitment &om them.

AD important comment about the dift'erences between these two classes and how
these catesories present themselves is that the students in Mrs. R. 's classroom were more
co~

of their choices, responsibilities, and decision-making opportunities than the

students in Mr. L. •s classroom. The students in Mrs. R.' s classroom used words reflective
of these categories more &equently as well. They talk about "having a responsibility" and
"making choices" more often than the students in Mr. L. 's classroom. These two teachers
have varying degrees of success with developing this conunitment. An attempt to provide
some reasons for that varied success is included in Assertion Two and in the case studies.

•
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Asserticm Two: lntluence ofthe School PriDci.pal
The second assertion generated fiom the analyses of the data is that when the
school print:ipclllllllltiJs stlldmt civic participation a high priority, as opposed to a low

priority, those classTooms striving to inclwle delfiOCifltic elelllents and civic participation
have IIIOI'fl SMCCess with that inclusion. This assertion addresses the guiding research

question: How does the broader social context surrounding these classroums influence
the civic participation of the students? When the original proposal for the research study

was made, the researcher hoped that the data, especially the secondary data sources,
would illuminate some lqe community factors affecting these classrooms. What
emerged instead was the important influence of the school principal in establishing the
•

school climate for civic participation. HaWig been a teacher under difl'ermt principals, the
researcher believed the principal would be an important factor; however, the influence in
these two schools and on these two classrooms was larger than expected. The school

principal became the representative for the broader social context. The influence of these
two principals is discussed through an examination of their stated goals for their respective
schools. Observations by the researcher, as well as the perceptions of the teachers
participating in the study, serve to both suppon and question the stated goals of the
principals. There is also an indication that the perceived leadership styles of the two
principals intluenced what Mr. L. and Mrs. R. do in the classroom in terms of citizenship
education.

•
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Mr. Valdez is the principal ofLas Flores Elementary School. Mr. L. 's school; and,

•

Dr. Simmons is the principal at Charles Liadbergh Elementary Schoo~ Mrs. R. 's school.
Mr. Valdez and Dr. Simmons both state that citizensbip education is important to them
and is encouraged at their respective schools by them and supported by the district office.

Mr. Valdez

Mr. Valdez sees citizenship education as a way of meeting his priorities for Las
Flores, namely safety and achievenat (mterview, 9/20196). The goal of safety can be met
by encouraging the students to develop a sense of responsibility to others. To encourage

this sense of responsibility, Mr. Valdez is "pushing" (mterview, 9/20196) the continuing
development of a few programs, specifically service-learning, the buddy program, and peer
helpers. One program combines lefVice...leamig and buddies into "sparkle buddies."
Sparkle buddies pairs a lower and upper elementary class which take on the responsibility

•

of cleaning an area of the playground or school. The peer helper program involves fourth
and fifth graders organizing pmes at recess and monitoring haDways and restro"ms
(R.oom 11 artifact collection). He feels that each of these wiJJ encounge the students to

feel more responsible for one another and give them the sense that they can participate in
the school and its improvement. Mr. Valdez intends to monitor the service-learning and
buddy programs to insure their inclusion by teachers. Teachers wiU be asked to fiU out a
sheet documentins their program. As Mr. Valdez states, I've got to "put a little pressure
on people" to insure these programs are included (lllterview, 9120196). The goal of safety
is more directly addressed by adherence to rules and procedures set by Mr. Valdez. One

•
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example is the recess procedure. When the bell signaling the end of recess rings, students
fieeze in plac::e. The only students allowed to move are those who have plaYJI'OUDCI
equipment, such u basketballs, to return. When the equipment has been returned and aU
students are observed as immobile, the recess aide blows a wbisde to signal students to

line up. Students then wait until their teacher takes them to their respective classrooms
(9/9196). This procedure IIICI other rules such u running in the hallways are strictly

enforced and reinforced by Mr. Valdez who is a daily presence throughout the school.
Las Flores also holds a moathly assembly to recopize student achievement and good

citizenship. Every month each teacher chooses two students for an academic award and
two for a citizenship award. At the assembly observed, teachers presented the awards to
their students. Mr. Valdez's remarks focused on a reiteration of the school rules,
•

including playground procedure, clothing. IIICI conduct in the halls (fieldnotes, 9/27196).
The goal of achievement can be met through attention to issues of equity in

education, according to Mr. Valdez. This can be addressed through the encouragement
of community and working together (interview, 9/20196). This belief regarding
achievement does not correspond with the observations of the researcher or in interviews
with Mr. L. Observations indicate that achievement equates with improved test scores.
At a faculty meeting, Mr. Valdez stresses the importance of the standardized tests to be

administered in May (fieldnotes, 9/18196). He encourages teachers to spend a great deal
of time in preparing students for these tests by using available materials such u reading
inventories and test sample items. The areas of math and language are specifically

•

encouraged u they are the focus of the standardized tests. This goal of test preparation

has been made a priority for staff 8fllde level meetings (staff

bull•

9/26/96).

Teachers

•

are to be "prepare[d) to discuss" (staff bulletin, 9126196) student scores &om the previous
year and how each pade level will use time and available materials to improve these
scores. This focus on achievement test scores is tbrther reinforced by Mr. L. who states
that while the principal and district support citizenship educalion, " ... there is also a lot or

pressure &om the district and principal to accomplish a high level of sk:iiJ - testing skill
development and pradice - rote pradice of sk:iiJs that requires a lot or time... " (mterview

#2, 9127196). Mr. L. sees this focus on testing as a barrier because it limits his time and
the curriculum on which he can focus in his classroom. The focus on adherence to rules

and standardized tests by Mr. Valdez may be partly iDftuenced by concerns over previous

administraton and their perceived lack or leadership. Las Flores has had three different
principals in three yean; Mr. Valdez was the last to anive and has been on site for two
years (archival data). He states that the school was a "mess" (fieldnotes, 9/18/96) when

•

he arrived and he still has much work to do.

To summarize, Mr. Valdez believes that safety and achievement are his priorities
for Las Flores Elementary School. While he states that these can be met through
democratic citizenship education, observations indicate otherwise. Mr. Valdez's
leadership style is more authoritarian than democratic. He speaks of"pushing" and
putting "pressure" on teachers to meet his educational goals for the school. Mr. Valdez

appreciates and supports civic participation, but places them secondary to the more

immediate goals of academic achievement through hip test scores. Safety issues are
tiequeatly addressed through adherence to rules and procedures, and achievement issues

•
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are addressed through standardized testing. Neither teachers nor students were observed
participating in addressins these issues. Further, civic participation while stated as being
an important focus, is not an observed priority. Mr. Valdez does expect community

service, but not defined service-leaming. and only ifthere is time. Mr. L. believes this lack
of focus is a barrier to some of the citizenship curriculum be would like to include.

Dr. Simmons
Dr. Simmons' priorities for Charles Lindbergh Elementary School are cuniculum
and instnaction (interview, 2118197). In terms of curriculum, Dr. Simmoas wants it to be

d.yDamic and reftective of the latest research (interview, 2118197). In terms ofinsbuction,
she indicates support for including a variety of strategies and resources which allows the

•

teacher to become a guide, as opposed to a "dictatorial expert" on things. uAre we using
'best practice' in every classroom here at the building? ... I mean all the proven
things ... that are showing hard evidence... that they improve student learning" (Dr.

Simmons interview, 2118197).

Democratic citizenship education is one of the best

practices that Dr. Simmons supports, and observatioas seem to concur. Participation in
school life is one aspect of citizenship education because " ... if we expect people to
participate in government, then we must give people a chance to participate ... " (Dr.

Simmons interview, 2111/97). Teachers and students are offered multiple opportunities to

participate in the schoo~ including teacher involvenaent in the planning of the new building
and stadent involvement in choosing the school colors and mascot. Teachers participated

•

in designing the physical facilities and developing a school wide approach to students and
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learning. The policy is that the school is run with" ... a sense of due process ... fairness...

•

mutual respect'' (Dr. Simmons interview, 2/18/97). This policy is reinforced by Dr.
Simmons in a variety of ways. In an early assembly, Dr. Simmons begins by welcoming
the students for the year and letting them know that everyone gets a tiesh start; grades and

behavior problems &om previous years are not a concern. She continues by telling the
students that Lindbergh is a great schoo~ in part because people respect one another and

are nice. As the assembly ends and students begin to return to class, Dr. Simmons
remarks to the fifth graders that they should help the little kids whenever they can

(fieldnotes, 8/27196). Mutual respect is often addressed during morning announcements at
which time Dr. Simmons, or any teacher, can comment on student successes such as choir
or publication of a poem (fieldnotes, 10/21196). Student work (e.g., poetry, stories,
drawings) is also published in a bi-weekly newsletter that updates parents and provides

•

students with a sense of ownership (anterview, 2/18197 & artifact coUection, 11/27196 &
213/97). The students also have a student council, called spirit council at Lindbergh. Mrs.
Il. is the faculty sponsor, and this representative council meets on a regular basis to

discuss issues of concern and plan spirit t~~ctivities. As Dr. Simmons says, "The lunch and

recess issues are very real to them, so they do have a sense that this group of adults really
does value their opinion" (mterview, 2/18197).
Dr. Simmons also shares power with her staff by providing challenges and
encouraging them to take on leadership roles. Her belief is that a sense of efficacy
" ... comes &om being bUsted and being given responsibility ... " (mterview, 2/18/97).
Further, she states that, "I let people believe that I truly believe they will rise to it [the

•
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challenge] and then you ring about this sense of efficacy and this sense of pride ...
(interview, 2/18/97). lbis is also the strategy she specifically encourages her teachers to
use with their students, and it is evident in Mn. R. 's classroom, as described in the shared

responsability present in room 23 and described earlier in this chapter.

Mn. R. also

believes that she has the support of Dr. Simmons and feels that her only barriers to trying
anything in her dassroom are those barriers presented by the particular behavioral
concerns of her 1996-1997 class (anterview, 2126197).
The establishment of a school climate at Lindbergh which includes democratic

elements may be partly due to support &om the faculty, the administration and the local
university. When Lindbergh Elementary School was being planned and the faculty was

•

being recruited, the employment posting contained a paragraph that made it clear that

Lindbergh was going to be dift"erent. Lindbergh was designed to "look at reform issues,"
"alternative means of assessment," and would work in "fWl partnership" with the nearby
university (Dr. Simmons interview, 2/18197). Therefore, the faculty at Lindbergh has
deliberately chosen to work at this school and with this principal. Many have also
committed to working with faculty and staff of the nearby university, and the presence of
university faculty and students in the school is common. Dr. Simmons believes that she
has the support of the administration because of the "support and positive comments
about what we're doing" (mterview, 2/18/97).

In summary, Dr. Simmons works to create a genuine sense of community at
Charles Lindbergh Elementary School, and believes that she nurtures an environment free

•

&om "power struggles" (mterview, 2/18/97). Her style of leadership is observed to be
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more democratic than authoritarian. This is also the perception ofMrs. R. Students and

•

teachers are encouraged to participate in the leadership and decision-making required of

members of the school community. The sense of community and decision-making

modeled by Dr. Simmons, u well as her statement reprcling the validity of democratic
classrooms as a solid insuuctional practice which can improve student performance,

indicate that civie participation is a high priority. She also supports the programs and
projects initiated by Mn. R. and has aiven her support to Mn. R. 's teaching of the seven

core democratic values. Mrs. R. is also encouraged to share these experiences with other
teachers at Lindbergh.

SUIDIIIIIQ of Assertion Two

Assertion two states that wlten the school principal makes studml civic

porticipalion 11 high priority, liS opposed to 11low priority, those claurooms striving to

•

inchltJe deiiiOCrtltic elements and civic porticipalion ht:we more success with that
inclusion. Both principals work to create a learning environment at their schools which

will encourage the success of the teachers and students. Their priorities and actions,
however, indicate a much dift"erent approach to achieve this success, and the quality of

civic participation difl'ers. The researcher's observations and conversations with Mr.
Valdez lead her to believe that his leadership style is more authoritarian than democratic.
Student and teacher participation in the school appean to be under the direction ofMr.
Valdez, rather than u collabontion. Opportunities for civic participation are encouraged,

but under the direction ofMr. Valdez and after standardized test preparation.

•

•
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Conversations with and observations ofDr. Simmons lead the researcher to be6eve that
her style of leadership is more democratic than authoritarian as &culty and students make
decisions with Dr. Simmons on a variety of academic and social issues. Civic participation
is consistent throusbout the school as faculty and students take on leadership roles and as
Dr. Simmons models and reinforces the importance of civic participation.

Conclusions
The analyses of the data sugest that in classrooms where students are provided
real and meaninafid opportunities to participate in the decisions and responsibilities of the
class, and are provided choices and opportunities to serve their communities, they begin to

•

accept more responsability for those communities.

Participating in these decisions, sharing

responsibilities, having choice, and civic participation opportunities are all at the discretion
and interpretation of the classroom teacher. How these teachers present or nurture these
opportunities may have an effect on how nuch of a sense of responsibility the students
accept. In the classroom where these opportunities are offered in a more structured and

deliberate way, but with student input, students recognize and are beginning to accept
responsibility for their communities. In the classroom where the opportunities have less
student input and less stnJcture, students accept less responsibility for their communities.
The priorities and leadership of the school principals may also affect student civic

participation. When the principal's stated and observed priorities include civic
participation, teachers appear to have more success in estab6shing and maintaining

•

support for these programs. When civic participation is a low priority of the school
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principal, the teacher believes he must attend to those items of high priority, and civic

participation is of less importance.

•

Panicipatory democratic citizenship education does occur in clusrooms in varying

degrees. The degree to which clemocratic elanents are preseat is dependent on both
school and dassroona climate. The teacher's commitment to democratic education

appears to be represented by bow deliberate the teacher structures democratic and civic
participation opportunities; and to wbat degree those opportunities are supported by the
school principal. When. the opportunities are stna~ including a common vocabulary

and consistent reinforcem.ent, students appear to respond and are bepming to accept
responsibility for their COIIIII'I.Inities. This attempt to be deliberate is reftected in a
comment by Mr. L. that he is not doing diff'erent thinp, but is doins things differently in

order to refteet his belief in the importance of participatory citizenship education
(fieldnotes, 9/S/96).

•

•

•
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CHAPTEll S: THE CASE STUDIES

Results of this study are presented in both chapters 4 and S. Chapter 4 contains
the major assertions with supportins data. In this chapt.-, the results of the study are

presented throush two case studies, one for each site. After these case studies were
completed, they were forwarcled to Mr. L. end Mrs. Il. for review. Both teachers
concurred with the results of the case study completed on each of their respective

classrooms. The dassroom environment.. including the interactions of the participan~ is
the case; and each case is a unit of analysis (Miles .t Huberman, 1994, p. 25). Because of

the focus on the classroom environment end interactions, an appropriate way to present

•

each case is through an examination of a typical day in the classroom, highlighting those
events which address the guiding research questions.

A Day in Room I I. Mr. L. 's Classroom
By I:OS a.m. several students are on the upper grades' playground area chatting or

playing with one another on the swings, the handball courts, or one of the other pieces of
equipment. Mr. Valdez, a few teachers, and the playground aides are around, talking with

students and supervising the morning activities. Off' to the side of the playground in the
picnic/lunch mea, several parents who have brought their children to school this morning
are chatting with one anotb.-, teachers, and students. There were some concerns about a
previous principal several years ago, and since that time parents are a very large presence

•

at the school, and are very involved (fieldnotes, 9/6196 .t Mr. Valdez interview, 9/20/96).
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It is common to see several parents around the school. More are here before and after
sc~

but many parents volunteer time during school houn to help in various

•

classrooms.

Down in room 11, Brenda is working and, when asked about her task, replies that

Mr. L. asked her to copy some notes fiom the previous day's discussion on the class

constitution (fieldnotes. 9/6196). It is typical in the mornings to find one or more of the
room 11 students pelforming a task at the request of Mr. L. Sometimes it is stapling

papers, preparing charts. putting up bulletin boards. or any number of things. Students
seem comfortable with this. and some say it is better than being on the playground because
as sixth graders, they find themselves bored (student interview #4, 9/26/96).
The first bell rings at 8:15 Lm. and students "fieeze"' in place, waiting for

playground equipment to be returned and the aide to blow the whistle to line up. Students

in each class proceed to a pre-determined spot on the playground to line up and wait for

•

their respective teachers. No dass proceeds to their classroom until they are escorted by

their teacher. Mr. L. 's class is lined up in two lines, and this varies ftom class to class. On
the first day of school. Mr. L. offered a choice to his students of their preference of one
line or two. The chorus of"two"' won and Mr. L. agreed that he also liked two lines and

that is how they now line up (fieldnotes. 9/3196). This particular morning, Mr. C., the

student teacher, brings the students to the room and follows behind the two lines.
FoUowing &om behind is typical of most teachers at Las Flores and is encouraged by Mr.

Valdez who believes that foUowing behind the students is an effective way to monitor their
behavior (fieldnotes. 9/18196).

•

•
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As students enter room 11, each one stops at the door to move their assigned

clothespin fi'om their name slot to their lunch choice. This process was explained on the
first day and is standard procedure. Stephanie is then able to take attendance and do the
lunch count. one of her classroom jobs. Stephanie also works in Mrs. Gonzalez's

classroom helping the teacher with a variety of tasks. She says sbe chose this particular
job becalse she really likes Mrs. Gonzllez and that sbe might want to be a teacher in the

fUture so this is good practice (studeat interview #2, 9/26196). Comments of a job being
fun or somehow bene&cial to a studeat's fUture are a common part of their job choice

rationale. In addition to Stepllanie. several other students are passing out papers or
collecting assignments. Although a few students have requested paper passing as a job,

•

Mr. L. often asks for volunteers and with several raised hands, Mr. L. chooses some

helpers. While this administrative work is going on, there is a note on the chalkboard:
"While you're waiting, work on report." This refers to the Ancient Greece report students

were assigned the first day of school. Today' s directions also include several S" x 8" note
cards with note-taking directions (fieldnotes, 9/4/96). Most students are busily working
and there is some quiet conversation. Once the administrative work is done, Mr. L. asks,

"Have we forgotten ~g?" Someone remarks that they have forgotten to say the
Pledge of Allegiance, and the class proceeds to recite the Pledge (fieldnotes, 9/3196).

Social studies is the first academic scheduled for the day, and Mr. L. begins with a
brief lecture on the three ages of Ancient Greece. The study of Ancient Greece is part of
the mandated social studies curriculum for sixth grade and prior to beginning an in-depth

•

study, Mr. L. spoke with the students about the rationale for this particular topic and how
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they will be studying it (fieldnotes, 913/96). In a~m, Mr. L. told the students that their
study wiD allow the students to iDfonn otben about Ancient Greece and its influence on

•

their world. As the lecture begins, tine students. Junior, Daniel, and Juan, leave the

classroom and go to Mn. Canter's first grade classroom for their scheduled 30 minutes.
These tbree boys, along with six girls, have chosen to make their classroom job that of

helping Mrs. Canter with her Spanish speaking students. All nine of the students who

volunteered to work with Mn. Canter are Spanish speakers, which was a job requirement.
Student choice of this job is consistent with Mr. L. 's clireetive to the students that there
are an " ... infinite IIUIIIber ofjobs in every community... choose your community and

decide how you can help" (fieldaotes, 9/6196). Many of the jobs are left for the students
to determine; however, Mr. L. does advise students ofjobs that previous classes have

explored or mentions particular needs. Mn. Canter meationed to Mr. L. that she could
use help with her class in the mornings while she works with small groups. Mr. L. then

•

asked his students if there was any interest. Those students who are helping in Mrs.
Canter's room essentially express the same job rationales as Stephanie. They find the job
tim, it helps them with their own languase skills, it gets them out of class, or they want to

be teachers (fieldnotes, 9124196; student interviews #1, 9125/96 & #3, 9/26196). In
general, job choice appean to be self-serving. The students set up a volunteer schedule
with Mrs. Canter, and while in her classroom, the sixth graders perform a variety of tasks

in the tbree 30 minute segments they have set up for the morning. The first graders are

put into groups of approximately five by Mrs. Canter and rotate through different learning
stations. The sixth graders wort at the stations not monitored by Mrs. Canter. They
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primarily work with students on reading (Spanish and English) and math, helping them
with oral assig11ments and completing worksheets or puzzles. All but one of the sixth

grade volunteers speaks Spanish IS a first lanauaae, and a part of their job is to help the

Spanish speaking first tpders learn English. This opportunity to volunteer is a definite
part of Mr. L. 's citizenship education program and consistent with the school district

"Citizen Education" policy, which states, " ... citizen education involves providing students
opportunities for valuable service to their cornmuaity... " ( artifict collection, Citizen
Education Committee Repo~ 2129/96, p.l ). Mr. L. was a major contn"butor to the
district policy, which rellects the goals and purposes stated by the A.clremlan Center.
Although this policy is still under development, it appears that it will be very refJective of

•

Mr. L. and theAckennan Center. The potential for Mr. L. to influence citizenship
education in his district is limidess because ofhis involvement in creating this policy.
However, allowing students to leave the classroom during lessons to perform their jobs,
such as the first grade helpers or those students working in the garden, continues to be a

dilemma for Mr. L. (fieldnotes, 9/19/96). He has concerns about whether these
opportunities meet the requirements for service-learning because they do not have a
structured reflection component, although adding this component could be accomplished.
lleflection is a standard part of the buddy class project, as students either orally discuss or
journal their thoughts about working with the buddy class after each visit. Mr. L. has less
reservations about meetina the academic component of service-learning, especially with
those students in the first grade classroom who are acting IS academic tutors. Mr. L. does

•

believe, however, that parents may not see the academic benefits. This concern about
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academics is also expressed because some of the classroom jobs take students out of the
classroom during instruclion time. An additional concern about the students coming and

•

going &om the classroom to participate in these opportunities is that it may be a
distraction to Mr. L. and the other students. Mr. L. prefers an orderly and distraction-free
classroom, which is evidenced in part by his straightening of desks while reading aloud to
students and attention to stnigbt 8lld quiet lines when students are entering and leaving

the room (fieldnotes, 913/96, 9/S/96, 9/11/96, 9120196). Mr. L. believes that this potential
for distraction, u well u his academic concerns, requires his constant monitoring of some
of the classroom jobs (mterview ~ 9/27/96).
Back in the classroom, Mr. L. is finishing his lecture on Ancient Greece and uks

how students would prefer to use the time until recess, reading Greek myths or working
on the report that is due at the end of the week. A hand count indicates that they want to

work on reports 8lld students busy themselves (fieldnotes, 9/S/96). While students work,

•

Mr. L. addresses individual questions students bring up. In many cues, Mr. L. responds
with answen that require a student decision, such as, "I'D let you decide," "Whatever you

think is best" (fieldnotes, 9/10196), and "It's up to you" (fieldnotes, 9/16196). At one
point during this period, one ofthe students gets up to get a drink &om the water fountain

in the classroom and leaves the water running. Mr. L. waits for a few moments to see if
anyone addresses the problem. Wtth no action, Mr. L. uks Ralph, who sits near the
fountain, if he will be responsible for monitoring the fountain. Ralph agrees (fieldnotes,
9/S/96). Mr. Valdez stops by the room, but just observes &om the door. He says nothing

and leaves in a few minutes (fieldnotes, 9/17/96). As questions subside about the

•

•
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assignment, Mr. L. caDs up the garden committee who have been havins some
organizational difficulties. He tells them that it is up to them to decide what they want to
do with the prden tbis year; but first they must decide their soals and purpose for the
prden. He lives some examples, such as certain items beins planted for specific reasons.
sunftowers for beauty and lettuce for food. He also tells them that one purpose can be for

a project with the buddy class, teaching them how to prden. Specifically, the students are
told that the purpose ofthe prden is for service-learning and that they [the students] must
examine that purpose and bow they wish to plan the year (fieldnotes, 9/18196). This is an
important conversation with these students, as they have been floundering somewbat in
the garden. They have been spending mornins and lunch recess in the garden, and have

•

made little progress, half-heartedly turning over dirt and pullins weeds, but with little
direction or purpose. Even after this conversation, the prden does not move ahead
efficiently until two parents begin volunteerins their time to direct and supervise the
students. Over the foUowiag several moaths, the prden pins structure and students
workins on the conunittee chanse as those with less dedication decrease their participation
and other students take over some leadership (Mr. L., 4/19/91).
Students in the class are busy on their Greek reports until recess, at which time
they line up in two lines and proceed to the playground.

Before recess dismissal, Mr. L.

teUs the students that those who gave themselves below a "S" (scores range tiom 0 to 9)
on last week,s homework packet are to get their packet and bench themselves to work on

their incomplete or incorrect homework (fieldnotes, 9/23/96). The homework packet is

•

distnbuted every Monday rnornins and contains an explanation of the week,s homework
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assignmeats, worksheets, and project directi~ and usually a few words or wisdom from

Mr. L. (Room 1111'titact colection). When returned on Friday, the packet is to be

•

complete and contain a parent sipature. During tbe "Back to School N'aght" visitation,

those parents attending commented that they liked having this packet for the entire week,

as weU as the amount of homework assigned {fieldnotes. 9/12196). Students routinely
participate in assessment of their homework packet and daily work and this request for
students to bench themselves, based on their own assessment, does not appear to be much
or a surprise to students. On the playground, there are several equipment and game
options on the playground including swings, basketball, four-square, and handball courts.
Students occupy their time with these activities. working on homework, or visiting with
one another. They also have the option of using recess as snack time, and several students
have chosen to sit at the picnic tables with their snacks. R.ecess ends with a bell and
students folow the "fi'eeze" and line up procedure. Mr. L. brings the students back into

•

the room, and as they settle he tels them to clear their desks and prepare for math. Mr. L.

teaches a lesson on multiplying decimals. During the lesson, students solve sample
problems and at various times Mr. L asks students to check one another's wo~ his
work, help their neighbor with any difficulties, or explain the problem to a neighbor
(fieldnotes, 9/11196 ll. 9/19196).

Mr. L. uses this technique frequently in the academic

disciplines and believes that it contributes to the sense or community he strives to create
by encouraging responsibility to one another (interview #2, 9/27196). After the math

lesson, the homework assipment is made and students are told they can work on any or

tbe math assignments in this week's homework packet. In this instance, students are

•

•
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offered the choice, but without the deliberate language that was used for the morning
social studies assignment (fielclnotes. 9/17/96). Oae ofthecboices is a practice test over
the math concepts they have been studying. Mr. L. previously told the students that there

were a variety of ways to study, that some students would only need to study at school,
while others would also have to study at home. He is deh"berate in this conversation and
told the students that it was an individual decision, and they must decide the best way to

prepare. Mr. L. also explained the reason for this being a multiple-choice test:
standardized tests in the spring are multiple-choice, and this was practice (fieldnotes,
9/24196).

While most students are doing their seatwork, Mr. L. uses this time to re-teach the

•

math lesson in Spanish to the non-English speaking students. They work at a small table
in the fiont of the room where Mr. L. can work with this group, as well as being able to

see the rest of the class so that their questions can be addressed and behavior monitored.
Students work on their math homework until time for lunch. Lunch dismissal includes the
standard tine-up procedure with Mr. L. following the students to make sure they line up
appropriately at the lunch room. As students finish lunch, they move out onto the
playground for 1S to 20 minutes. Several girls on the garden committee, with the
researcher as their aduk supervisor, proceed down to the garden to work. All of the
students grab either a rake or hoe and work at removing weeds. They seem to enjoy this
time, talking with one another, but getting tittle accomplished at this stage.

Brenda says

she has chosen to work in the garden because it is fun and she could not help last year

•

because she had a different teacher who did not participate in the garden project
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(fieldnotes, 9/12/96). Betieving that working in the garden is fun is the main reason all of
these girls have chosen it IS their job.

•

lu lunch recess ends, students on the pla)'II'OUDCI line up and the girls in the garden

begin clean up. Once back in the room, the afternoon is spent on language arts, with oral
language being first. The first book this year is The Giver by Lois Lowry, a fUturistic tale

of a community characterized by conformity. Mr. L. chose this book at the sugestion of
the school librarian, but said IS soon as he bepn to read it, he saw a connection to
citizenship (fieldnotes, 9/5196). Today's chapter is about the concept of"Sameness," and
how there are no opportunities for individual thouaht, appearance, or action in the
community. After the chapter is read, Mr. L. asks if the students see any advantage to

"Sameness." Daryl says that you would not have to worry at school about being different;
and Ralph says there would be no prejudice (fieldnotes, 9/25196). This discussion is

typical, and Mr. L. usually pauses at some point during the chapter, or after they have

•

finished the day's readin& to ask a question which in some way compares their (i.e., the
students') community to the community in the book. During the reading of this book,

they have talked about general comparisons, definitions of citizen, ndes, and, volunteering

(fieldnotes, 9/4/96, 9/5/96, 9/9/96, 9/11/96). This opportunity for comparison is
consistent with Mr. L. 's belief about what his citizenship education program is like. He

does not believe that citizenship education should be a separate part of the curriculum,
taught during a particular time of clay, but should instead be in "mindset" for the teacher
and should atfect everything he or she does in the classroom (mterview #2, 9/27196 8r.

4/19/97). Mr. L. worries that this may make citizenship education appear incoherent or

•
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inconsistent because it is not taught separately or distinctly, but is infused throughout the
curriculum. He does believe this approach is the best one for him.
After oral language, Mr. L. directs the students to retrieve a picture poem
assignment they worked on yesterday. Mr. L. tells the class that they are going to help

come up with the criteria to grade this assiiJIIInelll (tieldnotes, 9/16196). Students have
had a few experiences with creating scoring rubrics; and, as stated in Chapter 4, Mr. L.

believes that their participation in assessment is an important part of decision-making.

Mr. L. asks for criteria suapstioas and students volunteer "correct compound sentence,"
"neat," "creative," and "appropriate size" (these were done as posters to display for "Back

to School Night"). A few additional suggestions are discussed and once the tiDal criteria
are agreed upon, Mr. L. asks the students to give themselves an "E," "G," "S," or "N' (4
•

to I points) for each criteria. After finding their average, students are asked to trade with

one another to check the math and evaluate whether or not the students have graded
themselves &irly. After this is done and the posters turned in, students prepare for a
spelling test. Mr. C., the student teacher, administers the test and when done, students
grade their own papers (tieldaotes, 9/9196). To encouraae honesty, students are required

to put away pencils and get out a crayon of a specified color to grade the papen. Once
corrected, the spelling tests are turned in and a student grader (classroom job) records the

scores. Tae last language arts assignment introduced is Sustained Silent Readin& a
required part of the curriculum. Mr. L. directs students to the story, and corresponding

pages in their workbooks with instructioas to work quietly (9/11196). Both Mr. L. and

•

Mr. C. walk around the room during this time answering questions and giving feedback .
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Part way through this period, as the noise has started to pick up, Mr. L. stops the class

•

and says, "Take stock of what you have accomplished in the last 15 minutes" (fieldnotes,

9/19196). Mr. L. rarely directly tells the students to quiet down, but instead puts the
responsibility on the students by asking them to evaluate what they have been doing. This
usually works and those students distracted return to work.

Wathjust a few minutes left in the clay, Mr. L. calls a class meeting (9/16/96).

These meetings typically consist ofMr. L. passing out and explaining certain items which
need to go home. Some items need signatures and returned, others are informational He

specifically teUs students that there is a consequence to not returning the required items,
namely, being benched during recess. Once all of the items are passed out, Mr. L. asks the
students if they have anything they wish to bring up. Anna raises her band and wants to

talk about the ice cream fi.and-raiser for the sixth grade trip. It is briefly discussed and

•

Anna and Luann (whose mother is coordinating the fund-raiser) exchange telephone

numbers so their mothers can talk. Wtth no other items, students are directed to get
everything ready and wait for school dismissal at 2:25 p.m.

A Day in R.oom 23. Mrs. R..'s Classroom
Students at Charles Lindbergh Elementary School stay on the playground until the
first bell at 8:20 Lm. At that time, they line up on the playground in an assigned spot, by

class, and wait for an aide to dismiss them into the building. Mrs. R.. is already in the
room at her desk, and as the students enter she begias to address questions and concerns

&om students. Students are fairly noisy as they put away their coats and unpack their

•
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backpacks. A few students inform Mrs. R.. that some of the boys, including Jett: Paco,
Drew, and Max were chasing girls on the playground, upsetting them. This concerns Mrs.

R.. who has already dealt with a playground pme of"pest control" in which several boys
actecl as "exterminators," ebasing and taging unwilling participants. Mrs. R. talks to the
boys about their behavior being barassment because the girls did not want to play and asks

the boys what they think should happen. They mention detention and writing a
paragraph. Mrs. R.. mentions that she thinks they should individually apologize to each
girl botbered during the game. W"Jtb it qreed that tbey wil have detention and make an
apology, the boys return to their seats (fieldnotes, 12/10196). At 8:25a.m.,. the last beD
rings, students quiet, and the student patrol in the main office leads the whole school in the
Pledge of Allegiance through the intercom. Just as tbey quiet down, Jeff stands up ftom

•

his seat and asks for everyone's attention. He tells the class that he was involved in
c:basing the girls. that it was wrong, and he is very sony for his behavior. He promptly sits

down and begins to cry. No other boys apologize, even after Mrs. R. goes over to Jeff
and excuses him &om detention because of his gracefial apology. Mrs. R.. then addresses
the entire class. remarking that Jetfbas shown great courage and she respects what he has
done. Tbis appears to also impact the other students, no one teases him for crying, and

several remark through the morning that Jeff was brave, and they could not have made a
public apology. Mrs. R.. sees this oecurrenc::e (the public apology and subsequent
admiration) as a major event in her attempts to encourage students to respect others and
to accept responsibility for the welfilre of others, and for their own behavior.

•
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With this issue settled and with little encouragement from Mrs. R., students settle

•

themselves in and begin to work on the daily challenges written on the dry-erase board at
the fiont of the room. along with the day's schedule. The lanauage arts challenge includes

two sentences about the need to write thank-you notes to the first graders who raised

money to send Rover, the class mascot, to the White House. The language liltS cballenge
usually contains pertinent class infonnation or information about Mrs. R. 's family. The

sentences contain several spelling and JP'UIIII&lical errors that students need to correct
(fieldnotes, 1on/96). The sentences are to be written in one of two ways, correct or

inconect with editor's arks. On the first day of school, Mrs. R. explained these two
options and told the students, "It's your choice" of how you wish to write them
(fieldnotes, 8128196). The math daallalge is a problem where students substitute numbers
and letters in ar. equation. While most students are working on the challenges, several

•

others are working at their jobs. Scotty is taking the lunch count, recording each
student's selection. When finished, he says, "Thank you" to the class and takes the
infonnation down to the cafeteria (fieldnotes, ton/96). When Scotty first took this job,

he was frequently unable to finish his challenges because he was doing the lunch count.
Mrs. R. says she did not "cut him any slack" because she wants him to better budget his

time (fieldnotes, 8/30196). As the semester progresses, Scotty learns to come into the

room and begin working on the challenges even before the last beD rings. This is also true
for Shelly whose job is to put papers into student mailboxes and has found she needs to
better budget her time in order to get the challenges done (10/21/96). Other students

worldng at their jobs are Lisa, who changes the calendar, and Stephanie, who is taking
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attendance. Stephanie, like most students, can explain her job and provide a rationale for
why it is important. Stephanie says, " .•. attendance clerk... fiUs out the sheets if someone
is absent and the oftice needs to know about that because they need to put it down so the
teachers know how many times they have been absent ... " (student interview 116, 2/18/97).
One student, Robyn, wu "fired" &om her job as payroD clerk because she did not get the

paychecks written on time each week (student interview #S, 2/18/97). Robyn seems

relatively unconcerned, but fi'eely admits that she has a new job (door closer) because she
did not do her other job responsibly.

Once everyone bas individually finiJhcd the cbaDenges, Mn. ll. goes over them
with the students and when done teUs them, "'t took a lot of cooperative work to do this

and you worked together weD" (fieldnotes, 10/8196). The moming meetin& is then called

•

and Mrs. ll. and the students move to the tUed area of the room and all of them sit in a
circle on the floor. As they are getting settled, an empty desk is accidentally knocked over
and the boys respoasible set the desk upright. Mn. ll. asks them to check for damage and

the boys examine the desk and the tUe floor (fielclnotes, lOn/96). She encourages this
sense of responsibility not only to the people in the community, but also to community and

personal property. She does this by helping students recognize opportunities to be

responsible, and, by conscious modeling, what she believes is responsible behavior and
indicative of good citizenship (Mrs. ll. interview, 2126/97). The first item for the morning
meeting is to go over the Weekly Plan Sheet (WPS) which contains a breakdown of major
assisnments for the upcoming week, as weD as student and staff birthdays or other special

•

events. The WPS is distributed every Monday morning and discussed, although not
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always in the meeting format. One of the specific reasons Mrs. R. goes over the WPS

•

and writes each day's schedule on the board is so students will realize that they can

suggest chanps; that they do have a choice in the classroom (interview, 2126/91). This
opportunity for input is a conscious decision by Mrs. k. to create a classroom with

democratic: elements such as choice and decision-making. The next item for discussion is
the list of questions that Rover wiD be takina with him to the White House (fieldnotes,
10/9/96). The list of questions had been pnerated in a discussion the previous day and
when that discussion en~ the class was tryina to combine some of the questions.

Today, Mrs. k. has brouaht in the list of questions that she has refined. The questions are
very similar to what the students generated, but some have been combined or reworked
into more complex questions. She reads them aloud and asks the students what they
think. Jeff asks about these refinements and the wordina changes, sayina that these are

•

not the exact questions they came up with yesterday. Mrs. k. tells him she did this to
avoid yes/no answers and hopes this will encourap more of a response ftom the White
House. There are no other questions and Mrs. k. asks ifthe list is all riaht. The students
nod their approval and then brina up questions about Rover's travel plans; they want to be

sure that Rover arrives safely and has a camera and film. After this is discussed, Mrs. R.
moves on to the last item for the meetina which is for students to share celebrations
(fieldnotes, IOn/96). During this part of the meetin& students raise their hands and when
called upon say somethina positive that has happened in their lives. After volunteers
explain their particular celebration there is some applause and words of conaratulations or

suppon &om Mrs. R. (fieldnotes, ton/96). With the meeting over. students return to
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their seats and Wayne and another boy rearrange the tables and desks displaced without

being asked. They receive a thank you fiom Mrs. ll
Spelling is the next item on the day's schedule and Mrs. ll iastructs students to get
out their spelling workbook and tum to the comet chapter. The first spelling assignment

of the week includes each student being lllligned a word fiom the list, lookiDg up its
meaning and being able to use the word correedy in a sentence. As the assignment
proceeds, a few students have difticulty with creating a sentence and Mrs. ll asks, "Can

anyone help Rick: (or Cindy, etc.) with bis (her) smteace?" (fieldnotes, 10/14/96,
11/18196). Mrs. ll may also request that the student having trouble choose a classmate to
belp (fieldnotes, 12/18/96). A request for belp or a sugestion to ask for help is very

common in room 23 and the students see helpftalness u a main criteria for good
•

citizenship (student interviews #1- #6, 2/17/97 & 2/18197). In two separate interviews,
Dominique and JefF specifically mentioned belping others in the classroom u a part of
good citizenship. Tbis focus on helping u a part of citizenship is also mentioned in 16 of
22 citizenship essays the students wrote in September, and in the class constitution (room
23 artifact coUection).

After spelling, social studies is the next subject under study and Mrs. ll teUs the
students wbat page oftbeir book to tum to, witb the remark to cbeck: your neighbor to see
if be or sbe is also on the rigbt page (fieldnotes, 10/14196). Mn. R. and the students take
turns reading aloud the lllligned section about early exploration ofNorth America. When

tbey finish reading, Mrs. R. bands Amber multiple copies of a magazine wbicb bas an

•

article dispelling popular mytbs about Pocahontas. Paper passer is Amber's job and she is
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usually up and ready to work before being asked. While Amber distributes these

•

magazines, Mn. R. tells the studeats that a fiiend has loaned her these copies, and asks the

students to be carefUl; they are. Students are then told they can read with a buddy, if they
choose. She adso reminds them to "make a wise choice" when selecting a partner
(fieldnotes, 12/11/96). Most students pair up and find a quiet place to read. although a

few students choose to read alone for the duration of the assignment.
Math is the last aabject on the schedule betbre lunch and Mn. R.. teaches a brief

foUow-up lesson on multiplying double and triple dip numbers. After the homework
assignment is made, Mrs. R.. tells the students they wiD be working in one of two groups.

Group one people understand this lesson; and group two people still need some help. She
says, "You choose which group you want to be in" (fieldnotes, 10130/96). Once the
students have sorted themselves into the two sroups. Mn. R.. makes partner assignments

•

for the work and teDs them to see her when and if they finish. As the partners finish and
tum in their work, they approach Mrs. R.. for direction.

She asks about the completeness

of the moming~s assignments, and asks the stud~ "You have a choice. What would
you like to work on next?'~ (fieldnotes, 8/28/96~ 10/18196~ 10/30/96~ 11/13/96). If they

are finished with their homework, there are learning center activities or math games they
are encouraged to explore. These suggestions are often accompanied by the comment of
"Be courteous to your neighbor [regarding noise]" (fieldnotes, 12/10/96). This is standard

procedure, and by early November~ many students are routinely finding work to do

without direction. Paco, whose job is to record bank transactions, is catching up on those
records (fieldnotes, 1111 S/96). Max figured this procedure out in October~ before some of
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his classmates, and has gotten a math game to play. Garth remarks that he did not ask
first, to which Max replies that he can play math games if it wiD keep him out of trouble

(fieldnotes, I 012I/96). In the time remaining before lunch, the students work: on a variety
of tasks. Dr. Simmons stops by the room and sits down at a table with a group of
students playing a learning center game (fieldnotes, IO/I4196). She chats with them,

observing and asking them some questions about the topic under study. She stays for
about I 0 minutes with this poup, and then leaves.
When directed, the students line up for lunch. This has to be done in alphabetical

order for the cafeteria workers, and today line-up does not go smoothly. Students are

doing a sreat deal oftalking and shoving. Mrs. R. reminds them that ifthey do not line up
respectful of democratic behavior (i.e.• respect, fairness), they wiD lose the privileges of
•

democracy. She asks if they tike it when they lose those privileges; they respond with a

chonas of"no." She then asks why they do not tike to lose the privileges of democracy, to
which they reply, "We can't do anything." Mn. R.

~"Why not?"

The students reply,

"We blew it" (fieldnotes, 11/13/96). In one student interview, Courtney talks about this
establishment of consequences. She brinp up the class constitution, which includes under
the section on ''Responsibilities:"

"We will listen politely to each other.
We won't use put-downs. We wiD use good manners.
We will try to never hurt someone through our own actions.
We will be fair" (room 23 arti&ct coDection).
After bringing up the clus constitution, she is asked if she has any specific comments
about it. Courtney says, "It does help a few people, some of the kids in our class, [to] be

•

better citizens in our class [and] to other people; and, it sometimes doesn't help and we've
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learned that if we don't obey the constitutio~ we will get in trouble, (student interview

•

#6, 2/18197). Mrs. R.. reiterates this establishment of a democratic classroom and

consequences:

"I do try to run a democratic classroom. But there are times when the students see
that in a democracy, citizens do have a responsibility to their society and that when
the citizens &il in their respoasibiJity to society, there tends to be a loss of rights
and privileges, and maybe sometimes govenment becomes a little less democratic;
and, there is a lesson in that, too" (mterview 2126/97).
Once the lunch line is quiet, Mrs. R.. leads the students to the lunch room. Most of
the teachers at Charles Lindbergh, inc:luctins Mrs. R.., lead the students, but walk

backwards &om the fi'ont of the line to monitor student behavior. By second semester, the
fourth and fifth graders have assipcd seats in the cafeteria because of behavior. This is
upsetting to students, and particularly to Katrina. In discussing whether or not the
students of room 23 have a say in the dassroom, Katrina repeatedly brings up the cafeteria

•

sayins, " ... we don't get to exercise our rights ... " and "we don't get to exercise like our
fieedom of speech and the right to do what we feeL." (student interview #2, 2/17197).
Upon redirection to room 23 and having a say, Katrina says, " ... we do usually. or all the
time really... " (student inteniew #2, 2/17197).
Lunch recess today is in the dassroom because ofbad weather. There is a recess

aide monitoring both of the fifth grade classrooms, and students are doing a variety of
things. Several are playing or chattin& while others are playing a math game or one of the
educational board games Mrs. R. has in the room. Drew and Scotty are running around,
but have not aotten in trouble. Some students are studyins, including Dakota, Amber, and
SheUy who have found a spot in the hallway to finish their math homework. When Mrs.

•
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R.. returns to the room. she teUs the girls she is glad to see them taking responsibility for
getting their work: done and finding a quiet place to work: (fieldno• 12/18/96).
With lunch recess over, Mrs. ll quiets the students and prepares them for the
reading assignment. Today's assignment iacludes a practice IUD at readiDJ a picture book
aloud (fieldno• 12/11196). Students will be meeting their kiDderprten buddy dass
tomorrow, and instead of helping them in the computer lab, they will be reading to them.
Yesterday, the fifth gradm went to the library to choose a picture book. and some have

chosen favorite books &om whca they were younger. Mrs. R. asks the stud•s to choose
a partner and find a quiet place to practice reading aloud. She has provided a rationale,

saying that difticult or new words do not always appear difticult when one is reading

•

silently. Reading aloud will allow them to find any troublesome words. Pairs of students
scatter through the room to practice and most are thinking about how to do the reading.
Wayne, Clift; Sam, and Samantha practice holding the book out to the side, as they have

seen teachers read to them. Sam, like many students, is also reading with great feeling and
emotion, adding different voices for characters in the book. Mrs. R. is pleased as she says
that the students have met her objectives of cooperation and oral reading. After the
students rotate partners, Mrs. R. calls them back together and comments on the things she
saw them do well. She encourages them to practice again at home with a parent or
younaer sibling. Once settled again in their seats, Amber passes out a language arts
worksheet, and after an explanation &om Mrs. ll, student begin to work:.

At 2:00, Paco passes out his birthday treats (fieldnotes, 12/10196). Mrs. R.. asks

•

him to choose two helpers, and several students wish him a happy birthday as he
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distributes the treats. As usual, no one eats or drinks until everyone in the class has been

•

served. After looting around the room, one of the studeats asks M:rs. 1\. if they can eat,
and she says, "I'm &lad to see you are all waiting to eat, that is showing good maaners"
(fieldnotes, 10130196). Showing good manners is also a part of the dass constitution
section on Responsibilities and is &equendy reinforced (room 23 artifact collection).
As treats are finished, studeDts begin to pack up to go home. One part of the daily
routine is fbr each student to complete a homework sheet which details everything they

have done during the clay. While Mrs. 1\. writes this list on the board, Amber passes out
the blank homework sheets. As each student copies the information down, be or she

checks if it wu completed at school or is homework. Courtney, whose job is homework
monitor, is preparing one of these sheets for each student who is absent. Courtney

believes her job is important because, " ... ifl didn~t do it, then people ... wouldn't get their

•

work done. They would have a late list and I really don't want that to happen ... " (student
interview #6, 2118/97). Once the information is on the board, Mrs. 1\. reminds the

students to dean up all areas of the classroom, not just around their desks (fieldnotes,
10/14196, 11/15/96, 12/10196}. This is often accompanied by a comment ofbeing

responsible for the whole coii'UDUIIity, not just their part. Student check-out then begins
and Mrs. R. reviews each student's homework sheet, makes any needed changes, and asks
each student to check his or her mailbox. Students on safety patrol are the first to be

dismissed, and when the students get a little noisy and it becomes difficult to hear, she teUs
them, we have got to work together to meet our responsibilities" (fieldnotes, 11115/96).
Patrols are dismissed on time, and then Mrs. R. has the rest of the class gather their
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belongings, put their chairs up on their desks, and line up. Cliff' is chair monitor, and with
a reminder fiom Mrs. R., puts up the extra chairs. School is dismissed at 2:45p.m.

•

•
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CHAPTE.ll6: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

•

In this chapter, a very brief summary of the study wiD be presented, foUowed by a

discussion of the findinp of the study u they relate to the relevant literature. AJso
included is a discussion of the potential implications of this study for classroom teachers
and teac:her educators, as well as sugestions for fi.uther research. This is foUowed by the

limitations of the study aad final summative comments.

Summary of the Study
Using the theoretical ttameworks of constnactivism aad interprctivism, this

qualitative-naturalistic study describes two elementary classrooms that embrace
experiential democratic citizenship with the hope of determining what specific qualities

•

and characteristics in these classrooms promote motivation for civic participation. The
two teachers partic:ipating in the study participated in the James F. Aclcerman Center for

.Delllocratic Citizenship l99S summer institute for teachers and expressed a continued
commitment to democratic citizenship education in their classrooms. The two
participating classrooms are geographically and ethnically diverse. Mr. L. teaches in a bilingual self-contained sixth grade classroom in a Southern California coastal city. Mrs. R.

teaches in a fifth grade self-contained classroom in a smaU Midwestern city.
The primary data collected by the researcher indudes the foUowing: (a) fieldnotes

collected during classroom observations to describe the classroom culture or environment;
(b) semi-structured teacher interviews designed to explore each teacher•s beliefs about

•

liS

•

citizenship education in their respective classrooms; and (c) semi-structured student
interviews designed to explore student perceptions of their classroom and what it was like

to be in that environment. The secoadary data was collected to assist in triangulation of
the data. These data sources are to support or possibly contradict the primary data

sources. Secondary data coUected includes the foUowina: (a) semi-structured school
principal interviews; (b) semi-structured pareat interviews; (c) semi-structured social
service apncy interviews; (d) teacher questionnaires; (e) archival data; and (f) classroom,
school, and community lltifilcts.
Analyses of the data ftom the above-described sources pnerated the foUowing

two assertions. First, in classrooms where democratic elements such as providing student
choice, shared responsibility, shared decision-mak:in& and deliberate opportunities for
•

student civic participation are present, students are tJesinning to accept more responsibility
for their community. The community can be defined as the classroom, the schoo~ or the

larger geosraphic community. Generally, when these students are provided opportunities
to have a real say in what goes on in their classroom, they also begin to accept more
responsibility for the classroom community and the school community. Second, when the

school principal makes student civic participation a high priority, as opposed to a low
priority, those classrooms striving to include democratic elements and civic participation

have more success with that inclusion. When a teacher believes that citizenship education
and civic participation are priorities of the school principal, they believe they are able to
include them more successfWly.

•
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Conclusiog

•

In this section. the fiDdinp of the study fi'om Chapters 4 and S as they relate to the
relevant literature are discussed. An attempt will be made to explain the place of each of
the two major assertions in democratic citizensbip education and civic participation.

Acceptins Community Responsibility

Reflectins Dewey's (191611944) belief that education should Jive students a
"personal interest" (p. 99) or personal stake in their community, the elementary students in
the two classrooms under study are beJJinning to accept responsability for their respcetive
communities. The COIIUII.Iftities they are most iDterested in are the dassroom community

and the school community, which are appropriate for the ages of these students according

to the citizenship development theory ofDynneson and Gross (1991 ). This acceptance

•

of responsibility has occurred because Mr. L. and Mrs. R. have created an environment
which encourases this interest through deliberate and structured classroom opportunities,
and students are beginnina to form commitments to their community.

Both of the classrooms in this study contain a variety of democratic elements., and

may be considered more democratic than less democratic. Very few classrooms are
completely democratic; rather, they tend to operate on a continuum from more democratic

to less democratic (VanSidde, 1983, p. 52). A more democratic classroom indudes
opportunities for the studeats to influence the decisions of the teacher and is characterized
by students who participate in the decisions of the classroom. These decisions indude

topics of study, specific learning activities, and evaluation alternatives. The less

•
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demoeratic classroom is highly centralized, and the teacher makes the majority of the
decisions for the classroom with little or no input &om the students. A more democratic
classroom philosophy is consistent with the beliefs and practices ofboth Mr. L. and Mrs.
R. who believe that as the trained professional in the classroom, there are certain decisions

that must be made by the teacher.

Althouab both teachers believe that it is very important

to provide democratic experience in the classroom, neither teacher believes that bis or her
classroom should be completely democratic (Mr. L. interview #I~ 9/10/96 & Mrs. R.

interview, 2126197). Both teachers be6eve there are multiple ways for their students to
experience democracy in the classroom. By providing real and meaningtbl student choice,

shared responsibility, shared decision-makins, and deliberate opportunities for civic
participation, these two teachers have created more democratic classrooms. There are
•

differences between Mr. L. and Mrs. ll. in bow some of these democratic elements are
presented and introduced. This appears to affect the degree to which the students believe
they are involved in the classroom (i.e., that it is democratic). This difference appears to

account for much of the difference in perceptions.
Choice, shared responsibility, shared decisiOIHII8fdns, and deliberate opportunities
for civic participation occurred consistendy in both of the classrooms under study.
However, these democratic elenaents appeared with more structure and deliberate intent in
Mrs.ll.'s room than in Mr. L.'s room. The students in Mrs. R..'s classroom are also more
aware of their responSJbilities than the students in Mr. L. 's dassroom. The characteristics
of structure, common vocabulary, and repetition seem to be significant in the differences

•

between these two classrooms.

ll8

The first characteristic. the preseace of structured opportunities, occurred more

•

frequently and with more stnac:ture in Mrs. J.l.'s classroom than in Mr. L.'s classroom.
The mini-economy is one example of this structurecl opportunity. It is a very concrete and

deliberately staged opportunity for students to experieace life as a citizen with the
respoDSJbilities of a job and the benefits and responsibilities of a salary. Students may
experience the consequences of not performing their job well. They may lose their job and
others in the community may suffer because of their &ilinp.

Stnacture also occurs in

both dassrooms as specific opportunities for choice are created by the teacher.
A secoDd characteristic, a common vocabulary, may also be important. llelatecl to
stna~

a common vocahulary is used by both teachers with their dasses. Both teachers

refer to the dassroom as a community, to community members, and to responsibility to
the community. In addition, Mrs. J.l. consistently uses the core democratic values with her

•

students in conversation and across discipUnes. The values ofjustice, common good,

individual rights, patriotism, tiUth, diversity, and equality of opportunity are a part of the

daily vocabulary and they are visible in the dassroom on the student created shields. Mn.
J.l. consistently uses these terms in academic discussions with her students and in matters
ofdassroom management. If students are talking disruptively, Mrs. R. does not say, "Be
quiet." Rather, she says, "Your talking is infiinging upon the individual right of Katrina
[or whomever] to study."
.Repetition is the third characteristic more frequently present in Mn. R..' s
dassroom than in Mr. L.'s dassroom. Repetition is certainly related to structure and a

•
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common vocabulary as Mrs. R.. repeatedly and consistently offers structured opportunities
and uses a common vocabulary with her students.

Influeace of the School PrincipaJ
The school principal is an undeniably important fictor in every elementary school;

and the inftuence of the two principals in this study seems to intensitY the experience in the

two classrooms. Dr. Simmons' more democratic leadenbip style and her support of
democratic citizeaship education encourase Mrs. ll to include those elements. Further,
Dr. Simmons' support of democratic citizenship education is evidenced by her use of the
vocabulary introduced by Mrs. Il througbout the school.

Mr. Valdez's demonstrated priorities on safety and achievement, as well as his
•

more authoritarian style of leadership, bas discouraaed Mr. L. ftom implementing some of

the democratic elements be would like to include. Tbis may also explain the presence of
fewer deliberately structured opportunities in Mr. L.'s classroom, as compared to Mrs.
R. 's classroom. The school climate is decidedly less open at Las Flores. This may lessen

the opportunity for students to see repetition and a common vocabulary outside of the

classroom. If this is true, democratic elements are not consist throughout the school. and
the opportunity for consistent reinforcement is missing.

Implications
This study helps to tiD an aclmowledpd void in civic education research and is

•

important for that reason. Researchers have stated a need for research in civic education,
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particularly in classroom based studies (VanSiedright & Grant, 1994; Wade, 1995). Much

•

of the previous research has relied on self-reporting mea5U1'eS. such as surveys and
questionnaires (Blankenship. 1990; Hahn & Tocci, 1990; Oppenheim, Tomey. & Famen,
1975). This type of research may not allow the researcher to see what occurs in the lives
of these students that makes them respond with their particular answers. Sehr (1997, p.
86) specifically calls for studies wbich utilize" ... qualitative research methods such as

open-ended interviews and educational ethnoaraphy...

rm order to1gain insight into the

structures and processes of democratic scbooling, and students' responses to their
educational experience... " This qualitative edmopaphic study makes a sincere
contribution to the field of civic education research.

Classroom Teacher
There are also imp6cations for the classroom teacher who may choose to read this

•

study. For the teacher who is interested in democratic citizenship education, and wishes
to prepare participatory democratic citizens, there are some suggestions based on the
conclusions of this study.

•

Democratic knowledp, skills, and attitudes are all necessary in a strong citizenship
program. A combination of all of these should be present, and induded in a

meaninsfi.al and interconnected manner.
•

The citizenship prognun should also be presented in an interdisciplinary manner and

infUsed throughout the curriculum. Wrap (1993) supports interdisciptinary

•
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citizenship education by discussing the need for citizens (i.e., students) to integrate the
knowledge of several subjects.
•

Elementary students do DOt seem to commit to democraey when it is presented
passively. A passive presentation of democraey would include democratic knowledge,

but few opportunities for a "lived process of participation" (Wood, p. 170).

Opportunities to use the knowledp. skills, and attitudes must be presented with
structure, deliberately and repeatedly. It is hoped that tbis will

encourase the "habits

of mind" promoted by Dewey (1916/1994, p. 99).
•

Community in classrooms is imponant. Farst, a real sense of community is essential.
Second, democratic classrooms do promote community responsibility. Teachers

wishing to encourage community and community responsibility should share the

•

classroom with their students. Allowing students to become responsible in the
classroom through rule-setting, classroom jobs, choice in assignments, etc.,
encourages responsibility to that classroom community. Students who have helped to
set the environment for the classroom are more committed to

the success of that

classroom. As demonstrated by both teachers in tbis study, setting the classroom
environment involves more than just rule-setting. Learning to care about one another
and the classroom is nurtured through modeling and positive reinforcement.

•

Students who participate in assessment of their academic work and who reSect on
their classroom behavior appear to be more responsible in those areas. Teachers who
want to encourage responsibility may wish to share assessment with their students, and

•

to encourage re8ection on dassroom behavior.
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•

Democratic classrooms include the discussion of controversial issues. Taking this

•

further, the encouragement of the civil discussion of issues should become a part of
these classrooms. Lappe and DuBois (1994. p. 239) provide a list of "Ten Arts of
Democracy." which includes, among others. active listening, mediation. negotiation,

public dialogue, and evaluation and reflection. This list details those elements
necessary for the civil discussion of issues and ideas.
•

For those teachers who wish to nurture and encourap active democratic citizens, it
may be in their best interest, when possible, to find administrators who are supportive

of the teacher's goals. As stated earlier, islands of clemocraey can survive. but to
provide the repetition and common vocabulary recommended, a supportive principal is

essential.
•

A final suggestion or implication for teachers would be for them to participate in a

program. class, or institute tbat would encourage them to develop an appropriate

•

citizenship education program for their setting. The two teachers in this study
participated in the same institute and believed that that experience gave them a more
clear understanding. a stronger vocabulary, and a more coherent vision of democratic

citizenship education.

Teacher Educators
The implications for teacher educators dift"er little &om the implications for

teachers. The challenge for teacher educators is to provide. encourage, and nurture a
commitment to democratic education throu&h the university experience.

•
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•

It is essential to provide pre-service teachers exposure to theory and research on
democratic education to increase their knowledge and UDderstanding.

•

As I would encourage teadaen to provide meaningful citizenship opportunities. the

same is true for teacher educators who wish to encourage a commitment to citizenship
education. Provide pre-service teachers with consistent, meaningtW, and relevant

opportunities to create the climate of their classroom and to serve their respective
co~

specificaBy servic:e-leaming.

Sugatinm for further Besearch
I have chosen to present the suggestions for fUrther research in a buDeted format.

•

It is hoped this format makes these points in a concise and straightforward manner.
•

Although this study helps to fill the need for qualitative and classroom based studies

on civic participation, other qualitative classroom studies are certainly needed to
support or challenge the findings of this study. Studies are needed at all grade levels
to provide a compreheasive body of literature and to generate the grounded theory

desired by VanSiedrigbt and Grant (1994). Most of the prior research on political
socialization was done with secondary students and it was also quantitative, as
opposed to qualitative.
•

This study began with the assumption that democratic citizenship is a goal of schooling
in the United States. However, as a very diverse nation, it may be important to study
the interpretation of this aoal with some of the diverse populations of our nation and

•

how that may or may not affect citizenship education. This sugestion comes very
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specifically &om one interview comment made by Junior, an Hispanic student of Mr.

•

L. 's. As we talked about the class constitution and rules, Junior was the only student
to say that students should not have a role in makins classroom decisions (student
interview #3, 9126196). He believes it is the sole responsibility of the teacher. It is
important to explore if participatory democratic citizenship education is more of a

challense in certain schools because a particular culture may be less supportive of
democratic citizenship education.
•

Lonpudinal studies to ascertain if the experiences in the elementary or middle grades

influence adult civic behavior are also needed. This would be even more meaningfb.l if

students bad consistent democratic citizenship education throusfaout their schooling.
If these students were followed throush school in order to monitor their citizenship

development, with later foUow.-up studies, more insight into the effects of citizenship

•

education may be discovered. This will continue to be a challcnse as traditional
scboolins is a decidedly undemocratic affair. Goodman (1992, p. 179) refers to the

presence of"islands of democracy" in schools and communities. There is a need for

fiarther exploration to determine if one or two years on such an "island" is sufticient.
Or, are multiple and concurrent experiences necessary? Common sense may tell us the

latter (more and concurrent) is more desirable; is it possible, given the current
structure of schools?

•

Longitudinal studies may also be important to address the concerns of previous
political socialization research. The students in this study ar~ younger than students in

most previous studies, and whether or not early civic experiences will be of long term

•
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benefit is inconclusive. It is believed that the knowledge gained paired with active
participation while still a child/adolescent may promote adult civic participation,
although research evidence has been inconclusive, especially with younger children.
Niemi and Hepburn (1995, p. 9) conclude that this is due to the filet that " ... attitudes

and behavior change throughout life... and that early learning is of limited consequence
for adult political behavior." This is not an indictment of research, rather it calls for
the intergenerational study of the political socialization of students.

•

Conclusions in this study indicate that students can develop a sense of ownership of
their classroom. Secondary schools provide a unique cballenge as students and
teachers generally do not have the same amount of time to build this community and
sense of ownership. Additional studies in secondary or departmentalized settings are

•

recommended to determine their potential for success. It may also be prudent to
examine how different scheduling formats, like block schedules, may be used to
enhance democratic citizenship education at the middle and secondary levels.
•

Students in these two classrooms are strongly encouraged to cooperate with one
another. In the classroom methodology, cooperation for the common good is seen as
very important, and a higher goal than competition. Research to explore whether or
not competition is contrary to citizenship education is of interest and recommended.

Limitations
As with all studies, this one includes limitations. These limitations occurred

•

primarily because of trade-offs and time limitations. Studying two classrooms may
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contribute to generalizability, but with only one resean::her, time and detail in both
classrooms is 6mited by the need to spend time in the other.

•

It was with deliberate intentions that two diverse settinp were chosen for this
study. While this decision should lend 5b'ell8th to the conclusions, a limitation is that the
classrooms were studied concurrently, u opposed to simultaneously. I wu in both
classrooms durins the first week of school because of different starting dates which was
important to the early stages of the development of classroom climate. However7 a

concern is that the interpretation that Mrs. R. 's students felt more responsibility to their
community than the students in Mr. L. 's classroom may be related to the later interviews

in Mrs. R. 's classroom. An attempt to balance this was made by sendins a letter to Mr.
L. 7 s students with several writins prompts related to the study. It was hoped that Mr. L.

and his students would use this letter to continue to provide updated information. This

•

did not happen.

Another limitation of this study is the lack of depth in examining the social context
of the classrooms under study. The selection oftwo or three students as key informant~
interviewing them multiple times, u well u interviewing their parents may have provided

more information about the social context of the schools.
The int1uence of the school principal was not a surprise; however, the intensity of
the intluence I found was a surprise. Additional interviews and more information about
these two principals may have served to strengthen Assertion Two.

•
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Final Comments
There is so nuch potential for additional research in the field of civic education
that it may seem overwhelmillg. In general. additional qualitative aad quantitative studies

ue needed; however, the lack of qualitative studies should impress upon other researchers
the importance of this particular need. Ifsocial studies educaton tndy believe that

democratic citizenship education wbich combines the laaowleclae. sltiiJs, and attitudes is
our goal, we must conduct and mpport the resean:b tbat will help us to determine what

ue the appropriate types of democratic citizenship education. Prior research has
concluded tbat the traditional soci8l studies curriculum is effective in ti'IIISmitting

knowledge, but not the attitudes and skiDs (Ehman, 1980). What then is more appropriate

•

than the traditional curriculum? An important and related question for teacher educators

is to ask how the conclusions of this research will affect how we teach our pre-service
teachers. This research has discussed the importance of creating a democratic classroom

climate if one wishes to encourage community and civic responsibility. Do teacher
educaton then model this approach in their classrooms? I believe we must. Mrs. ll.
certainly believes she must "walk the walk" of democracy with her students (mterview,

2/26/97). I cannot believe that teacher educaton should do any less.

•
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Appendix A

Pilot Study Student Interview Questions

•

Primary Unstructured Interview Question
Can you tell me what it is like in Room 23?

Primary Semi-Structured Interview Questions
l.

What is the most unique thing about being in :Room 23?
Probe: What makes it dift"erent ftom other dasses?

2.

Do you think you get to have a say in what goes on in Room 23?
Probe: Can you give some examples?

Question 3 foUowed question 2 dependent upon the answer given to 2.
3.

Is that [having a say] related in any way to citizenship?
Probe: How do you think they might be related?
Probe: Can you give some examples?

4.

How important is participation to citizenship?

S.

Do you participate in the community [beyond Room 23] as a citizen? Why?

•

•
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AppenclixB
Pilot StuclY Teacher lnteryiew Ouestions
1. Can you tell me what democratic elements or opportunities, or democratic experiences
that you deliberately create in your classroom?

2. Can you think of democratic opportunities or elements that seem to occur by chance,
that are not deliberately set out by you?
l. Can you explain bow those opportunities to civically participate are introduced?
Probe: What do you think really motivates the students to civically participate?

•

•
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Appendix C(l)

Explanation oflnfonnecl Consent for the Study Proper

•

All participaats in the study were informed that consent wu voluntary. The two
participatias teachers signed a consent form detailing the presence of the researcher and
requirements from the students and the teacher. Students and their puents were
specifically informed tbat participation or non-participation would not affect a student's

grade in any way. Separate consent fonns were required for parents and students with the
student consent form written in languaae appropriate to the age of the students.

Participants were informed that all data coUected would be kept confidential and any
individual referred to in the study will be referenced by a pseudonym.

•

•
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Appendix C(2)

Informed Consent Form for PIJ1iciaatina Teachers

QUALITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF DEMOCRATIC CLASSROOMS

lnvllallon to Participate
We have spoken about the possibility of my doing part of my dissertation
research in YG'I' classroom; and, you indicaled that you would be interested in
parlidpating. 1am now to lhe stage of selecting the most feasible and
reprasentalive silas for that study and am obtaining consent fram all participants.
1would welcome .-.cl.-.cxuage your partic:ipalion in lhis resean::h. as a teacherresea:c:her, in helping me to understand what is going on in the classroom.

It is fnt necessary to let you know what my presence will mean to you
and YG'I' dassroam.. The preliminary title of the research study is •An
Eltlli10Qt8Phic Study of lhe Qualities .-.cl Characteristics of Democ:ralic
CII!S8QOI'RS which Motivate Civic P.-ticipalion.•

•

1. 3ec:ause this is an elhi1ographic lludy, I plan to observe your classroom in its
•nab.nl state• ·meaning, I will na1 be leaching any lessons or asking you to
use any of my cwric:ulum malarial$.
2. 1will need to spend ttne to feu weeks in your dassroom with you and your
studanls, mainly observing. samatimes participating as a class member.

3. I would like to be able to inl.view an aucfio.tape selected students (with all
necessary permissions) and at convanient times.
4. Wllh permission. I would like to copy student wack. classroom documents,
lessons, classroom artifacls ar other materials lhal may help describe your
class.

5. With permission, I may also videcHape your students.
6. I wauld like to be able to intatlriew you an audio-lape in depth on a few
occasions and also have lhe opporU1ity to chat with you brieRy each day
about the day's occurrances.
7. If possible,. I would also like to attend •special$'" like PE and Music with your
studenls.

8. AI information will be kept SllictJy confic:lentiaf and anonymous -even your
stale .-.cl city will be kept vague (i.e. an aftluent sutub of a large city in a

wastem state).
9. Participation in lhis study is slricUy vaUitary, and may be withdrawn a1 any
time.
10. Students and their paents will also be required to sign consent forms if they
wish lhe child to participate in Chis lludy.

•

As you can see, this is a big commitment for ,au to make and 1encourage
you to think cantfuUy about il From our canvwutions, 1believe you and your
classraom cany some \l1ique qualities thai say some great things about
democratic dasstaoms. Please W1darlland lhall am nat doing this study to
evaluate what you ar yaur studenls . . doing. I already feel.strongly that

140

wonderful things are happening in YOU' class and I want to tum a description,
analysis and interprelation of those lhings into research.

•

An Informed Consent for is attached that soovnarizes this information. tf
you agree to participate, please sign this form and return it to me in the enclosacl
self-addressed stamped envelope.

If you have lOX questions for me, please call (2191753-8191

or~

xxxx).

Thank you far your assistance.

enc.

•

•
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•

Informed Consent for Teacher Participation in Research Project on
Democratic Classrooms

This study will explore the qualities and characleristics unique lo a
democratic: elementary classroom. It is performed as a partial fulfillment of the
raquiremenls for the researdler"s Ph.D. in Social Studies ec:tucation at Purdue
UniYersily.

There are no faraseeable risks in this researd'l. If lhere are any
q.I8Stions, the researcher may be contacted at the runbers given below.

In summary. I \l'ldetsland the following:
1. I will observe yow classroom in its •natural state• - meaning, I will not be
teac:l'tk1g any lessons at asking you to use any of my curricull.lft materials.
2. I will be in yow classraom far ttne to feu' weeks.
3. I would like to be able to intanriew on audio-tape selected students (wilh all
necessary pennissions) and at convenient times.
4. With permission, I WOUld like to copy student work. classrOom doa.menls.
lessons, classroom artifacts at olher malelials that may help me desaibe

yowdass.

•

5. Wdh permission, I may also video-tape yow students.
6. I would like to be able to int81View you on audio-tape in depUl on a few
occasions and also have lhe opportunity to chat with you briefty each day
about the day's oca.mJnC8S..
7. I would also Ia to attend •specials• like PE and Music wilh your students.
8. All information will be kept slridly c:onfldential and anonymous.
9. Participation in this study is strictly voluntary and may be withdrawn at any
time.
10. Students and their parents will also be required to sign consent fonns if they
wish the child to participate in this study.
11.1f lta'e are any questions aboullhe research. lhe researcher may be
c:antacted by caling 21917~191 (home) or lDCX/xxx-JOCCX (locally). The
rasearcher may also be~ by writing to:

Kathryn Obenchain
Purdue University

1442 LAEB, Room41158

at

Katlwyn Obenchain
732 Barclay Street
Logansport, IN 46947

West Lafayette. IN 47907

---=li=-Uc:IM("""":""'-::os~Name~------ will participate in this researd'l project.

SIGNED: - - - - - - - - - - - - D A T E : - - - - -

•
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Appendix C(l)

Informecl Consent Forms for Plflicigatin& Students (and their Parents)

•

QUAUTI.ES AND CBARACT£IUSTICS OF DEMOCRAnC ClASSROOMS
laYibltioa 1o Pucicipaae

I am c:urrently involved in a resean:h projcc:t exploring lhe spcQfic qualities and
characlcrislics of d~ classrooms.. This project will specific:aiJy explore unique
quaJilics and chanctcrislics thai nay inlluence civic: participation. This study is performed
as a partiaiiUifillmau orlhe requin:mcau for my Ph.D. clqJree in Social SlUdies education at
Purdue Uaiwrsiay.
As a studenr. in MriMs. xxxxx•s dauroom. your c:llilcl's pal1icipalion in this
project wiU provide usefill infonDilion on the &opic. MriMs. XXX:XX's classroom has been
idenlified u an appropriate siae which will benefit the n:search. The school adminislnlion
lnd MriMs. XXXXX have boah sivea their permission for my Pfl=sence in the classroom and
school.

I will be spendina approximltely four weeks in MriMs. XXX:XX's classroom during
the &II or 1996. Sludents sbould aot aolic:e any chanp:s in their daily class routines. The
majority or my resan:h will occur tlnuah my obscrvalions or the ftiWnll activities,
oc:currenc:cs and behaviors or the stuc1en1s durin& their school day.
Specific permission is needed to inltniew your diJd and to copy any relevant
samples orbis or her class work. BricfinleMewl (I G-IS minutes) will be conducted in both
individuallnd small poup setlin&s and wiD foaas on "'what it is like in Mr/Ms. XXXXX's
classroom." All interviews willlalce piKe during school hours, at the convenience or
MriNs. XXXXX and your child. Pennission is also necessary to video-tape the dassroocn
durin& the day. VIdeo-taping will oaly occur durin& lhe first week orschool. The video&aping will be done only to IISsisl me ila idenlifyina qualities and char.IICterisitics and will not
focus on any student. Participatioa is ICricdy veluatary aad is aot associated ill aay
way widl crada. AU data fn• t•is pnject is coarldaaialaad will be IISCd r...
nHIII'da purposes oaly. Dala liom ilateMews, video-tapes and samples or wort wiD
remain anonymous.

•

Two "''nf'onned Consent" forms 1re attached that summarize this letter. One Conn is
Cor parenllguardian siptures and the other Corm is for your child to sip. Retumina these
Corms to your child's classroom 11 your arliesr. c:onvenicnce wiD be a great help.

Thank you fOr your usislance.
Kaduya Obenchain
219nSJ-&191 (home telephone number)
XXXIXXX-XXXX (telephone number during n:search in your community)

•
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•
........._.. Coaseut for Participaliaa ia Racarda Project on Delnocnalic CIIISSroonas
Pareat/Gusnliau Fanu

This Sludy wiU explore the qualilics and charac:tcristic;s unique to a democratic
clemenlary dusroom. It is performed as a JNU1i&l fillfillmcnt of the requirements tor the
n:sean:ber's Ph.D. in Soc:al Studies education and Purdue University.
1'bac an: no foraeable risks in this n:sarc:h.. If there arc any questions, the
rmllldler may be coabCted at the aumbers Biven below.

I.
2.
3.

The lime R~quind for panicipllion in lhc intcMcws wiD be 10 co IS minutes.
ReleYaM lllllples orclass wort may be copied.
nc c1usrooaa may be video-taped duriaa lhc lint wee1c or dasses.

Participalioo is enliRly voluallry. The puadslguanlilns or the student may
tenninalc involwmenl al any lime wichout penalty.
s.
All clara c:ollcc:ted wiU be bcld • c:oa6daace.
6.
All clara is for raarcb purposes orJy ud will not aft"ec:t the student's School
RICOnl iD any way.
1.
ll'tbere lfC any qualions Uout the reseudt. lhe researcher may be contacted by
calliaa 21917SJ-8191 (home) or xxxlxxx-XDX (locally). The researcher may also be
CODIIICled by writina &o:
4.

•

Kathryn Obenc:hain
Purdue University
1442 LAEB. Room 411 SB
West I.Uayette, IN 41907

or

Kathryn Obenchain
132 8..-clay Street
Lopnsport. IN 46947

-----:::::-::-"'!':""'::-:------- _ _may participale in this research project.
Scudall'• ....

ParentsiGuardians
SIGNED: _______________________

SIGNED:----------------------

DATE: _________---DATE: _ _ _ _ ____

PLEASE HAVE YOUR QfJLD ltETVRN ntE SIGNED FORM 10 CLASS.

•
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Consent Foraa for Studeats

•

I am doing a school project so I can graduate from coUege. TI1e topic is
demoaalic classrooms. and I have heard that your classroom is one that might
be interesting for me to spend some lime in Ibis fall.
There should not be any risks for anyooc who helps with this project. If
you want to ask me any questioos. that is OK.
I have made a list of the thiogs that I might ask you to help me with in
myprojecL
1. I migbt ask to talk to you. eilber just you and me. or with some of your
classmates. It should oa1y take 10 or IS minutes.
2. I would lilce lo copy some of your scboolwork.like papers or projects.
3. There might be a wd.eo-camera in your classroom the first week of school,
vidco-tapinc your class.
4. Participating ia this project is up lo you and your parents or guardians. If
you do not want to participate, you can tell me at any lime and it will be OK.
S. Ewrytbiag that I copy or that you say in ow interview is confidential. Tbat
meaos that I cannot ten who said wbat or who's paper I have copied.
6. Participatiog in this project woo•t cbaqe your pade or your school record.
7. My bome pbone numba' is 219f!S3-8191 and my pboac number while I am
visiting your scboo1 is xxxlxxx-xxxx.. You can ask me any questions about
my project but remember to ask permission before you call.
There is a place at the bottom of this page for you to sign your name and put
the date. Ifyou would filce to participate in my school project, please sign this
form. Your parents or guardians also have a form to sign. You wiD sec a blade
cat on this form and the oac that your pareats or guardians wiD sign. In your
classroom, you wiD aiso see a big brown envelope with a black cat on il It will
be a big help if you wiD put both forms in that envelope for me. Thanks.

•

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ may participate in this projeet.

S I G N E D : - - - - - - - - - - - DATE: - - - - -

•
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Appendix D(l)

FuU Study Prinvuy Teacher Interview Questions
I.

What do you perceive as the school and district philosophy toward citizenship
education?
Probes:
Wbat are their foci?
Where does (If it does) the idea of a democratic classroom fit in?

2.

What is your philosophy regarding citizenship education?
Probe:
Does the idea of a democratic classroom fit into that philosophy tit

in? How?

•

•

3.

How does your philosophy translate into what you do?
Probes:
In the claBOOm - both academic and hidden?
In the school?
In the community?

4.

Are there any specific democratic elements in the classroom that you consciously

create?

S.

Are any of these elements (if any) designed to motivate students to participate
beyond the classroom? Wbich ones? How?

6.

Is there anything you would like to do in terms of citizenship education that you
do not do? Why?

7.

What are your impressions of the year so fir? Is the development of the classroom
environment on track from previous years?

8.

In your setting, what intluence do you think the family, school, and larger
community have on motivating students to participate?
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Appendix D(2)

FuD Study Student Interview Questions

•

I. Can you tell me what it is like in Room 11123?
2. What is the most unique thing about being in lloom 11/23?

3. Do you think you get to bave a say in what goes on in the classroom? Can you give
me some examples?
4. If you get to bave a say, do you think tbat is at all related to citizenship and being a
citizen?
S. Do you think your classroom jobs are related to good citizenship? How?

6. Why do you do these classroom jobs? Why did you choose the jobs you bave chosen?
7. Can you tell me about your work in the buddies class?
8. Do you do anything outside of school that might be related to good citizenship? What
and why?

•

9. What do you think a good citizen is?

•
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Appendix E(l)
Fun Study Principal Interview Ouestions
1.

What are your priorities as principal at your school?

2.

What do you perceive u the district philosophy toward citizenship education?
Probe: What is their [district] focus?

3.

In the runnina of this schoo~ what is your philosophy toward citizenship
education?
Probe: Does the idea of a democratic classroom fit into that philosophy?
How and where?

4.

How does your school philosophy translate into what happens, or what you
encourage to happen at your school?

S.

Do you think any of these things miaht motivate students to civically participate?

Note: For both principals, additional probina questions related to their specific site were
asked durin& the interviews for the purpose of clarification of researcher observations.
These questions were site specific and not pneral.
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Appendix E(2)

Full Study Parent Interview Ouestions

•

I. In your opinion, and for your child, what do you think is the purpose ofhislher
education at this stase ofhislher life?
2. Wbat do you think are the priorities of this particular school?

3. Why do you volunteer at the school? Do you think it affects your child? How?
4. Does your family do other volunteer work? Do your children participate with you in
these situations?
S. Does your cbild believe that the opportunities your child has in the classroom to
participate (e.g., jobs, buddies) are seen by bimlher as civic or community
.ftAti ?
parti•a....-on.

•

•
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Appendix E(J)
Full Study Social Seryice AaencY InteMew Ouestions

I. What is your typical volunteer like, in terms of demographics?
2. Does your agency have enoush volunteers? What seems to atfect the numbers?

3. How, by whom, and where .-e volunteers recruited?
4. Do you think your city has a sense of community and is committed to betterment?
S. Of the youth who volunteer, what brings them to you?

•

•

•
VITA

•

•
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